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Abstra t

In supersymmetri s enarios with broken R-parity, baryon number violating
sparti le de ays be ome possible. In order to sear h for su h de ays, a good
understanding of expe ted event properties is essential. We here develop a
omplete framework that allows detailed studies. Spe ial attention is given
to the hadronization phase, wherein the baryon number violating vertex
is asso iated with the appearan e of a jun tion in the olour on nement
eld. This allows us to tell where to look for the extra (anti)baryon dire tly
asso iated with the baryon number violating de ay.
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1 Introdu tion
There are good reasons to onsider supersymmetry (SUSY) as the next logi al step in
formulating a onsistent theory of parti le physi s. It omplements the Standard Model
by the possibility to se ure the Higgs potential against ex essive radiative orre tions,
and provides a framework for understanding ele troweak symmetry breaking. SUSY is
the largest symmetry, within the requirements of onventional eld theory, where internal
symmetry groups an be ombined with the spa e{time Poin are group. It thereby points
the way towards a uni ed theory also in luding gravity, e.g. based on superstrings. For
this and other reasons SUSY has been a prime s enario in the sear h for manifestations of
physi s beyond the Standard Model. Furthermore, in planning future experiments, SUSY
o ers a broad range of distin tive signatures that form onvenient targets for dete tor
performan e and analysis strategies.
In the Minimal Supersymmetri extension of the Standard Model (MSSM), the standard parti le ontent, extended to two Higgs doublets, is doubled up by the presen e of
superpartners to all normal parti les. A multipli ative quantum number alled R-parity
may be de ned by R = ( 1)2S+3B+L, where S is the parti le spin, B its baryon number
and L its lepton number, su h that normal parti les have R = 1 while the superpartners
have R = 1. If R-parity is onserved, supersymmetri parti les are pair produ ed, and
the Lightest Supersymmetri Parti le (LSP) is stable and hen e a Dark Matter andidate.
However, there is at present no deep theoreti al motivation why R-parity should not be
broken. This paves the way both for baryon number violating (BNV = baryon number violation/violating in the following) and lepton number violating (LNV) pro esses. If both
of these are allowed, proton de ay would be extremely rapid, unless the relevant ouplings
are abnormally tiny [1℄. As a rule, phenomenology is therefore based on assuming either
BNV or LNV, but not both.
The supersymmetri parti les that ould be produ ed in high-energy olliders normally
are not dire tly observable: either they de ay rapidly or they are weakly intera ting and
es ape dete tion. With R-parity onserved, the signals would onsist of jets, leptons
and missing E? from es aping neutrinos and LSP's. In s enarios with BNV the main
de ay produ t is jets, with only few leptons or neutrinos, and so observability above
QCD ba kgrounds be omes far from trivial at hadron olliders su h as the Tevatron
or the LHC. In order to arry out realisti studies it is therefore ne essary to have a
detailed understanding of the properties of both signal and ba kground events. The
prime tool for a hieving su h an understanding is to implement the relevant pro esses in
event generators, where simulated events an be studied with all the analysis methods
that ould be used on real events. Main generators used for SUSY studies in lude Isajet
[2℄, Herwig [3℄, Susygen [4℄, and Pythia [5℄. Traditionally the Pythia framework
assumes R-parity onservation, but re ently LNV pro esses have been implemented and
some rst studies arried out [6, 7℄.
In the past, BNV has been modelled [8, 9℄ and studied [10℄ in detail in the Herwig
framework, with emphasis on the perturbative aspe ts of the produ tion pro ess. In
this arti le we present a orresponding implementation in Pythia where a spe ial e ort
is dedi ated to the non-perturbative aspe ts, i.e. what happens with the (anti)baryon
number generated by the BNV. This allows us to address the possibility to obtain the
\smoking-gun" eviden e that a BNV de ay has o urred, with questions su h as Could
the presen e of a violated baryon number be dire tly observed? and If so, what strategy
should be used?. A brief presentation of this work an be found in [11℄.
In addition, many di eren es exist between the Pythia and Herwig physi s s enar1

ios, for parton showers and underlying events, allowing useful ross- he ks to be arried
out and un ertainties to be estimated.
The outline of the arti le is as follows. In se tion 2, we brie y summarize the short
distan e physi s asso iated with BNV SUSY and give an a ount of its implementation
into Pythia. Next, in se tion 3, we turn our attention to a parton-shower des ription of
gluon emission in BNV de ays. In se tion 4, the spe ial aspe ts related to the presen e of
a net baryon number in the hadronization pro ess are des ribed and an approa h based
on the Lund model of QCD strings is developed. In se tion 5 we on entrate on tests of
the model, with spe ial attention to the fate of the (anti)baryon produ ed by BNV. Some
(semi)realisti studies are olle ted in se tion 6. Finally, se tion 7 summarizes and gives
an outlook.
2 The Baryon Number Violation S enario
In Supersymmetri theories, it is usually onvenient to work at the superpotential level
rather than at the Lagrangian level, sin e the former has a simpler stru ture and is in
any ase related to the latter by straightforward manipulations, see e.g. [12℄. The most
general superpotential whi h an be written down for the MSSM in ludes 4 R-parity odd
terms:
MSSM = 1  ab Li Lj E k + 0 ab Li Qj D
 k + 1 00ijk 
WRPV
U i D j D k + i Lia H2a (1)
ijk
a
ijk
a
b
b
2
2
where i; j; k run over generations, a; b are SU(2)L isospin indi es, and (i) runs over olours.
L and Q are the SU(2) doublet (left-handed) hiral super elds for (s)leptons and (s)quarks,
respe tively, and E , U , and D are the SU(2) singlet (right-handed) super elds for harged
(s)leptons, (s)up type, and (s)down type quarks, respe tively. The last term represents a
mixing between the left-handed (s)leptons and one of the Higgs super elds.
There are two noteworthy aspe ts about the third term in eq. (1), whi h we shall
hen eforth refer to as the \UDD" term: 1) it is the only one whi h has a non-zero baryon
number (all the others violate lepton number), and 2) the olour indi es have a Levi-Civita
tensor stru ture. Of ourse, these two aspe ts are really one and the same. They express
the simple fa t that, sin e SU(3) of olour is unbroken, the only way to make a olour
singlet is to ombine the three olours antisymmetri ally, e.g. as used in onstru ting
ordinary baryon wavefun tions.
In a B - onserving theory like the SM or the R- onserving MSSM, there is no olour
antisymmetri perturbative intera tion term, i.e. no term with a olour stru ture like that
of the UDD term. Apart from extreme o urren es, like kno king two valen e quarks out
of the same proton in di erent dire tions, by two simultaneous but separate intera tions,
normal high-energy events would therefore not fully display the antisymmetri olour
stru ture of the proton. Instead, it is normally enough to onsider a baryon as onsisting
of a olour triplet quark and a olour antitriplet diquark, where the internal stru ture
of the latter need not be spe i ed. So what is di erent about the UDD term is that it
allows the produ tion of three olour arriers at large momentum separation, without the
reation of orresponding anti olour arriers. It is the ne essary SU(3) gauge onne tion
between these three partons that will lead us in the development of the nonperturbative
framework.
A further point about the UDD term is that the ontra tion of the  tensor with
Dj D k implies that 00ijk should be hosen antisymmetri in its last two indi es, sin e a
(j; k)-symmetri part would an el out.
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The part of the Lagrangian oming from the UDD superpotential term in whi h we
are interested is:


LBNV = 21 00ijk 
uiR (d~ )jR (d )kR + djR (~u )iR (d )kR
(j $ k) + h: : (2)
where we have made the hoi e of not yet using any of the antisymmetry requirements,
so that the ordinary Einstein summation onvention applies. Supers ript implies harge
onjugation and q~ denotes a harge (= omplex) onjugate squark. From this, the possible
lowest-order BNV 3-point fun tions an immediately be read o . In this paper, we only
onsider sparti le de ays; BNV produ tion me hanisms are ignored. This is rst and
foremost a onservative approa h, sin e any additional sparti le produ tion ould only
in rease the observable signal. Se ondly, the underestimation of the sparti le produ tion
ross se tions is small as long as 1) the BNV ouplings are small ompared to the gauge
ouplings and 2) the squarks are not so heavy that single-squark produ tion via BNV
is signi antly enhan ed over the ordinary pair produ tion pro esses. For dis ussions of
single squark produ tion, see [13℄.
Combining the verti es in eq. (2) with the full MSSM Lagrangian, also de ays involving
one or more gauge ouplings are learly possible, e.g. neutralino de ay via ~0 ! q~i (!
qj qk )qi . The BNV SUSY de ay pro esses urrently implemented in Pythia, with Born
level matrix elements as al ulated by [8℄, are:
1) d~jn ! uidk
(36)
2) u~in ! dj dk
(18)
3) ~0n ! uidj dk (144)
4) ~+n ! uiuj dk (30)
5) ~+n ! didj dk (14)
6) ~g ! uidj dk (36)
where n runs over the relevant mass eigenstates: n 2 fL; Rg for the rst two generations of
squarks, n 2 f1; 2g for the third generation squarks and the harginos, and n 2 f1; :::; 4g
for the neutralinos. The numbers in bra kets are the number of modes when summed
over n, i, j , and k, and over harge onjugate modes for the Majorana parti les.
The matrix elements for these pro esses, as implemented in Pythia, are not quite
identi al to those used in Herwig. Most importantly, Pythia uses running masses and
ouplings at some points where Herwig does not. See [7℄ for a list of these di eren es.
When al ulating the partial widths (and hen e also the rates) into these hannels,
we integrate the matrix elements over the full phase spa e with massive b and t quarks,
and massive sparti les. All other parti les are only treated as massive when he king
whether the de ay is kinemati ally allowed or not, i.e. they are massless in the phase
spa e integration.
A feature ommon to both programs is how double- ounting in the BNV three-body
modes is avoided. The diagrams for these modes ontain intermediate squarks whi h may
be either on or o the mass shell, depending on the other masses involved in the pro ess. If
a resonan e an be on shell, we risk doing double ounting sin e Pythia is then already
allowing the pro ess, in the guise of two sequential 1 ! 2 splittings. Te hni ally, this
means that the list of 1 ! 3 BNV widths obtained by a all to PYSTAT(2) only represent
the non-resonant ontributions, the resonant ones being a ounted for by sequen es of
1 ! 2 splittings in other parts of the ode.
In the des ription of the momentum distribution in a three-body resonan e de ay, the
default Pythia pro edure is to assume an isotropi phase spa e, i.e. the matrix-element
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information used above to obtain partial widths is negle ted here. This should not be a
bad approximation when the intermediate squark propagators are far from mass shell over
the full phase spa e and therefore do not vary mu h, but ould be a problem when a squark
mass (plus the mass of the orresponding quark) is only slightly above the gaugino one.
In se tion 5 we return to this issue, omparing with Herwig, where the full, unintegrated
matrix elements are used to give a more orre t phase spa e population.
3 Parton Showers
The produ tion and de ay of unstable parti les is normally asso iated with bremsstrahlung emission of gluons and/or photons as appli able. This radiation is onveniently
des ribed in the parton-shower language, where the e e ts of multiple emissions are expli itly in luded by iterative appli ations of the relevant splitting kernels, su h as q ! qg,
g ! gg, g ! qq and q ! q . Even though existing showering algorithms typi ally only
fully resum the leading logarithms, most of the e e ts of next-to-leading logs are also
in luded in the form of energy{momentum onservation, re oil e e ts, s ale hoi e in s,
oheren e e e ts, and mat hing of energeti emissions to higher-order matrix elements.
At LEP the Pythia, Herwig and Ariadne [14℄ radiation routines have been well tested.
All three are found to des ribe the data well, although some problems exist [15℄. Sin e
Ariadne has not been used for SUSY studies, we restri t the ontinued dis ussion to the
former two.
The Herwig algorithm is based on an evolution variable that ensures angular ordering;
subsequent emissions o ur at smaller and smaller angles. Thereby oheren e e e ts are
respe ted, i.e. double- ounting of emission is avoided. The olour ow of the hard pro ess
de nes ones around the partons, within whi h all emissions o ur. In the limit where
ea h emitted gluon is mu h softer than the hard-s attering partons, and mu h softer than
all pre eding gluons emitted, this approa h an be shown to give the orre t emission rate,
and also when going away from this limit it should provide a good overall des ription.
However, a onsequen e of the way the kinemati s of the algorithm is onstru ted is that
\dead zones" o ur, within whi h no emission at all is possible [16℄. Thus, in e+e ! qqg
events, the region of energeti gluon emission at large angles to both the q and q is
ompletely empty. The solution [16℄ is to ombine two lasses of events, both qq and
qqg ones, with the latter pi ked in the \dead zone" region of the three-body phase spa e
a ording to the relevant matrix elements. All events, i.e. from either lass, are then
allowed to shower further. However, su h orre tions have only been worked out for a few
ases, e.g. e+e ! qqg and top de ay [17℄.
The Pythia algorithm is based on evolution in the virtuality of the emitting parton, with the requirement of angular ordering enfor ed by vetoing non-angular-ordered
emissions. This gives a less exa t des ription of oheren e in the soft-gluon limit. Yet it
does allow the full three-body phase spa e to be populated, simply by not imposing any
angular ordering onstraint for the rst emission of ea h of the two original partons. As
it turns out, the in oherent addition of radiation from these two sour es tends to give
an overestimation of the qqg rate in the hard, non- ollinear gluon region, while the soft
and ollinear regions give what they should. It is therefore straightforward to introdu e
a orre tion fa tor, whereby a fra tion of the emissions are vetoed, so that the remaining
fra tion agrees with the desired three-jet rate [18℄. Some years ago, the relevant gluonemission orre tions were al ulated and implemented for most two-body de ays within
the SM and the MSSM, with R-parity onserved [19℄.
4

Normal pro esses are hara terized by unbroken olour lines: the olours present in
the initial state will also be there in the nal state, with the proviso that opposite olours
and anti olours may be pair-produ ed or annihilated. This information is used in parton
showers, e.g. to set up emission ones. BNV pro esses are di erent in this respe t: in a
q~ ! qq bran hing a blue olour line may end and antired and antigreen begin. Therefore
the standard rules need to be supplemented. In Herwig an e ort has been made to
study the di erent new topologies and use the soft-gluon eikonal, i.e. spin-independent,
expressions to set up the relevant maximum emission ones in the di erent pro esses [8℄.
Still, the \dead zone" issue is not addressed, meaning that the rate of energeti , wide-angle
gluon emission is almost ertainly underestimated.
By ontrast, we shall here allow emission over the full phase spa e, like before. However, not having al ulated the orresponding matrix-element orre tion fa tors, one
should not expe t the orre t rate in the hard-gluon region. Te hni ally, in the la k of
further knowledge, the q~ ! qq pro ess is orre ted to the eikonal answer for a olour singlet de aying to a triplet plus an antitriplet [19℄. For three-body de ays su h as ~ ! qqq
or g~ ! qqq, no matrix element orre tions are available.
With three (or more) primary partons to shower, one is left with the issue how the
kinemati s from the on-shell matrix elements should be reinterpreted for an o -shell multiparton on guration. We have made the arbitrary hoi e of preserving the dire tion of
motion of ea h parton in the rest frame of the system, whi h means that all three-momenta
are s aled down by the same amount, and that some parti les gain energy at the expense
of others. Mass multiplets outside the allowed phase spa e are reje ted and the evolution
ontinued.
In prin iple, radiation in the initial and nal states may interfere, thereby requiring
the in lusion of further oheren e onditions. The extent of su h interferen e riti ally
depends on the width of the intermediate resonan e: only gluons with energies below this
width are emitted oherently from initial and nal partons [20℄. We here assume that
the resonan es are suÆ iently narrow that su h interferen e e e ts an be negle ted; see
further the dis ussion in se tion 4.5.
The bottom line is that Pythia likely overestimates the hard-gluon emission rate,
whereas Herwig underestimates it. This makes it interesting to ompare the two des riptions, and possibly to use di eren es as a rst estimation of systemati un ertainties
in our urrent des ription of BNV pro esses.
4 String Topologies
Up till now we have onsidered short-distan e pro esses, where perturbation theory provides a valid des ription in terms of quarks, gluons and other fundamental parti les. At
longer distan es, the running of the strong oupling s leads to on nement and a breakdown of the perturbative des ription of QCD pro esses. Instead there is a transition to
a nonperturbative regime, hara terized by hadrons rather than by partons. In the la k
of an exa t approa h, this hadronization pro ess must be modelled. The perhaps most
su essful and frequently used approa h is the Lund string fragmentation model [21℄.
This approa h has not before been applied to the olour topologies en ountered in
BNV. We therefore here extend the string model by the introdu tion of a jun tion,
where three string pie es ome together. E e tively, it is this jun tion that arries the
(anti)baryon number that is generated by a BNV pro ess. The hadronization in the region
around the jun tion will therefore be of spe ial interest.
5

4.1

The normal string

In this subse tion we summarize some properties of the ordinary Lund string model,
highlighting the on epts that will be needed for the developments in the remainder of
the arti le. Readers who are already familiar with the fundamentals of the string model
may wish to pro eed dire tly to the next subse tion.
To illustrate the string model, it is useful to start with the simplest possible system, a
olour-singlet qq 2-jet event, as produ ed in e+ e annihilation. Here latti e QCD studies
lend support to a linear on nement pi ture in the absen e of dynami al quarks, i.e. in the
quen hed approximation [22℄. Thus the energy stored in the olour dipole eld between
a harge and an anti harge in reases linearly with the separation between the harges, if
the short-distan e Coulomb term is negle ted. This is quite di erent from the behaviour
in QED, and is related to the non-Abelian hara ter of QCD. The dynami al me hanisms
involved are not fully understood, however.
The assumption of linear on nement provides the starting point for the string model.
As the q and q partons move apart from their ommon produ tion vertex, the physi al
pi ture is that of a olour vortex line, or maybe a olour ux tube, being stret hed between
the q and the q. (The di eren e between these two terminologies is related to whether the
QCD va uum more resembles a type II or a type I super ondu tor. This is an interesting
question by itself, with the vortex line analogy somewhat favoured by theoreti al prejudi e,
but it will not be ru ial for the ontinued dis ussion here.) The transverse dimensions of
the tube are of typi al hadroni sizes, roughly 1 fm. If the tube is assumed to be uniform
along its length, this automati ally leads to a on nement pi ture with a linearly rising
potential. In order to obtain a Lorentz ovariant and ausal des ription of the energy ow
due to this linear on nement, the most straightforward approa h is to use the dynami s of
the massless relativisti string with no transverse degrees of freedom. The mathemati al,
one-dimensional string an be thought of as parameterizing the position of the axis of a
ylindri ally symmetri ux tube or vortex line. From hadron spe tros opy, the string
onstant, i.e. the amount of energy per unit length, is dedu ed to be   1 GeV/fm.
For a massless qq pair moving out along the z axis, the original energy and momentum of the quark is then redu ed with time a ording to
Eq (t) = pzq (t) = Eq (0) t ;
(3)
with a orresponding equation for Eq (t) = pzq (t). This lassi al equation of motion
obviously does not take into a ount the quantum me hani al un ertainty relation; in
this sense one may on eive of the (unmeasured) spa e{time pi ture as a subordinated
intermediate step in the derivation of the (measured) energy{momentum pi ture.
If the quark instead has a nonvanishing rest mass mq the equation of motion is
dpzq(t) = dpzq(t) dEq (t) = Eq(t)   dz  = Eq(t)   pzq(t)  =  ; (4)
dt
dEq (t) dt
pzq (t)
dt pzq(t)
Eq (t)
whi h has the solution
pzq (t) = pzq (0) t ;
(5)
q
(6)
Eq (t) = Eq2 (0) 2t pzq (0) + 2 t2 :
A key aspe t, whi h we will make use of for the jun tion phenomenology below, is that
the momentum loss per unit of time is independent of the quark mass.
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Figure 1: The breakup of an original qq system into a set of mesons, ea h represented
by a yo-yo state. For simpli ity quarks are here assumed massless, and so move along
light ones. The broken horizontal lines illustrate the string pie es at a few dis rete
times.
In the ba k-to-ba k on guration the string does not arry any net momentum, but
a quires energy proportional to its total length as the q and q move apart. On e the
endpoint quarks have lost their momenta, they will be pulled ba k by the string tension
and re-a quire momenta in the opposite dire tion, at the same time as the string length
shrinks ba k. When the quarks meet again the for e ips sign and a se ond half-period
of the os illation begins.
Su h stable \yo-yo" modes are used as simple representations of mesons. For a highinvariant-mass qq system, the fragmentation into lower-mass mesons pro eeds through the
produ tion of new q0 q0 pairs, orresponding to dynami al quarks in latti e QCD. Thereby
the original system rst splits into two olour-singlet systems, qq0 and q0 q. If the invariant
mass of either of these string pie es is large enough, further breaks o ur. In the Lund
model, the string break-up pro ess is assumed to pro eed until only on-mass-shell hadrons
remain, ea h hadron orresponding to a small pie e of string with a quark in one end and
an antiquark in the other. This pro ess is illustrated in Fig. 1.
In general, the di erent string breaks are ausally dis onne ted. This means that it is
possible to des ribe the breaks in any onvenient order, e.g. from the quark end inwards.
One therefore is led to formulate an iterative s heme for the fragmentation, as follows.
Assume, as above, an initial quark q moving out along the +z axis, with the antiquark
going out in the opposite dire tion. By the produ tion of a q1 q1 pair, a meson with avour
ontent qq1 is produ ed, leaving behind an unpaired quark q1 . A se ond pair q2 q2 may
now be produ ed, to give a new meson with avours q1 q2 , et . At ea h step the produ ed
hadron takes some fra tion of the available energy and momentum. This pro ess may
be iterated until all energy is used up, with some modi ations lose to the q end of the
string in order to make total energy and momentum ome out right, sin e all hadrons are
required to be on mass shell.
The hoi e of starting the fragmentation from the quark end is arbitrary, however.
A fragmentation pro ess des ribed in terms of starting at the q end of the system and
fragmenting towards the q end should be equivalent. This \left{right" symmetry onstrains the allowed shape of the fragmentation fun tion f (z), where z is the fra tion of
the remaining light- one momentum E  pz (+ for the q jet, for the q one) taken by
ea h new parti le. The resulting \Lund symmetri fragmentation fun tion" has two main
7

free parameters, whi h are determined from data.
Viewed in time, the fragmentation pro ess a tually starts near the middle of the event
and spreads outwards. The q0 q0 produ tion verti es on the average o ur along a hyperbola
of onstant invariant time  ,  2 = t2 z2 , so even if the string is boosted along the z axis it
is still the slow parti les in this new frame that are the ones produ ed rst. In this sense,
a Lorentz- ovariant \inside-out" as ade an te hni ally be des ribed by an \outside-in"
iteration s heme. As an order-of-magnitude, h i  1:5 fm or h i  1:5 GeV.
In order to generate the quark{antiquark pairs q0 q0 whi h lead to string break-ups,
the Lund model invokes the idea of quantum me hani al tunnelling. This gives a avourindependent Gaussian spe trum for the p? of q0 q0 pairs. Sin e the string is assumed to
have no transverse ex itations, this p? is lo ally ompensated between the quark and the
antiquark of the pair. The total p? of a hadron is made up out of the p? ontributions
from the quark and antiquark that together form the hadron. Some ontribution of soft
unresolved perturbative gluon emission may also e e tively be in luded in this des ription.
The tunnelling pi ture implies a suppression of heavy-quark produ tion, u : d : s : 
1 : 1 : 0:3 : 10 11. Charm and heavier quarks hen e are not expe ted to be produ ed in
the soft fragmentation, but only in perturbative parton-shower bran hings g ! qq.
When the quark and antiquark from two adja ent string breaks are ombined to form
a meson, it is ne essary to invoke an algorithm to hoose between the di erent allowed
possibilities, notably between pseudos alar and ve tor mesons. Here the string model
is not parti ularly predi tive. Qualitatively one expe ts a 1 : 3 ratio, from ounting
the number of spin states, multiplied by some wave-fun tion normalization fa tor, whi h
should disfavour heavier states.
A tunnelling me hanism an also be used to explain the produ tion of baryons. In
the simplest possible approa h, a diquark in a olour antitriplet state is just treated
like an ordinary antiquark, su h that a string an break either by quark{antiquark or
antidiquark{diquark pair produ tion [23℄. A more omplex s enario is the \pop orn" one
[24℄, where diquarks as su h do not exist, but rather quark{antiquark pairs are produ ed
one after the other. This latter pi ture gives a less strong orrelation in avour and
momentum spa e between the baryon and the antibaryon of a pair.
In all fairness, it should be said that the des ription of baryon produ tion is one of
the less predi tive aspe ts of the Lund model, with many free parameters for the avour
omposition that need to be determined from the data. Most single-baryon spe tra are
well des ribed after su h a tuning, ex ept possibly at very large momentum fra tions [25℄.
A reasonable des ription is also obtained for baryon{antibaryon orrelations, although
with some disagreements. For the aspe ts that we will study here, and within the pre ision
allowed by other onsiderations, the baryon produ tion model should be fully adequate,
however.
If several partons are moving apart from a ommon origin, the details of the string
drawing be ome more ompli ated. For a qqg event, a string is stret hed from the q end
via the g to the q end, Fig. 2, i.e. the gluon is a kink on the string, arrying energy and
momentum. As a onsequen e, the gluon has two string pie es atta hed, and the ratio of
gluon to quark string for e is 2, a number whi h an be ompared with the ratio of olourharge Casimir operators, NC =CF = 2=(1 1=NC2 ) = 9=4. In this, as in other respe ts,
the string model an be viewed as a variant of QCD where the number of olours NC is
not 3 but in nite. Note that the fa tor 2 above is independent of the a tual kinemati al
on guration: a smaller opening angle between two partons orresponds to a smaller
string length being drawn out per unit time, but also to a larger transverse velo ity of
the string pie e, thereby in reasing its energy density. In fa t, these two fa tors exa tly
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x

q (r )
z

q (b )

Figure 2: The string motion in a qqg system, negle ting hadronization. The q, q and
g move out from the ommon origin, all with the speed of light and along straight
lines, in the limit that quark masses are negle ted. The onne ting dashed lines
illustrate the string pie es at two times. A possible olour assignment is indi ated
within bra kets.
an el so that the energy loss per unit time indeed be omes the same.
The qqg string will fragment along its length. To rst approximation this means
that there is one fragmenting string pie e between q and g and a se ond one between g
and q. One hadron is straddling both string pie es, i.e. sitting around the gluon orner.
The rest of the parti les are produ ed as in two simple qq strings, but strings boosted
with respe t to the overall CM frame. When onsidered in detail, the string motion
and fragmentation is more ompli ated, with the appearan e of additional string regions
during the time evolution of the system [26℄. These orre tions are espe ially important
for soft and ollinear gluons, sin e they provide a smooth transition between events where
su h radiation took pla e and events where it did not. Therefore the string fragmentation
s heme is \infrared safe" with respe t to soft or ollinear gluon emission.
4.2

The jun tion

As we saw above, meson states an be represented by little yo-yo's, with a string pie e
stret hed between the q and q. What would be the orresponding representation for a
baryon? In normal string fragmentation the issue is not so interesting, sin e the hadron
size is onsistent with the string width, meaning the internal stru ture is not really resolved. Thus the mesoni yo-yo is more of a onvenient on ept for book-keeping, and
it is only for higher-mass systems that the elongated string stru ture really be omes of
relevan e. The equivalent situation for a baryon state would then be when several valen e
quarks are ki ked out of an in oming proton or, as here, when baryon number is violated
in Supersymmetry. In its simplest form, it an be illustrated by the de ay ~01 ! ui dj dk ,
or equivalently a proton in whi h all valen e quarks are ki ked out in di erent dire tions
at the same time.
Our solution here is to introdu e the on ept of a jun tion, in whi h a string pie e from
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dj ( g )

J
x

ui ( r )
z

dk (b)

Figure 3: The string motion in a jun tion system, negle ting hadronization. The ui,
dj and dk move out from the ommon origin, all with the speed of light and along
straight lines, in the limit that quark masses are negle ted. The thin arrow indi ates
the resulting motion of the jun tion J. The onne ting dashed lines illustrate the
Y-shaped string topology at two dis rete times. A possible olour assignment is
indi ated within bra kets.
ea h of the three quarks meet, i.e. a Y-shaped topology, Fig. 3. Ea h of the three strings
are of the normal kind already en ountered. For instan e, the string from the blue dk quark
a ts as if there were an antiblue antiquark in the jun tion position. Re all that the olours
of the two other quarks add like g + r = b, given that the olour representation of the
quarks is totally antisymmetri so as to make the state a olour singlet. Correspondingly
for the other two string pie es. Only in the immediate neighbourhood of the jun tion
would the eld topology be more ompli ated.
In the hadronization, ordinary q0 q0 pair produ tion will break up ea h of the three
string pie es. This leads to meson produ tion, and in diquark/pop orn s enarios also to
baryon{antibaryon pair produ tion, but not to the produ tion of any net baryon number.
Instead it is the three q0's nearest to the jun tion, one from ea h string pie e, that team
up to form the baryon that is asso iated with the original baryon number, Fig. 4. In this
sense the jun tion, by its olour topology, be omes the arrier of the baryon number of
the system, rather than the three original quarks. This baryon typi ally omes to have
a small momentum in the rest frame of the jun tion, as we shall see. This holds also in
the rest frame of a typi al ~01 ! uidj dk de ay, where the three quarks move out in widely
separated dire tions, sin e the jun tion then has a small velo ity.
The on ept of a jun tion is not new. It was introdu ed in the early string model
of hadrons [27, 28, 29℄, and has been used in on nement studies to set up the olour
stru ture of baryons in the same way as we do here [30℄. Indeed, the simplest lo ally
gauge invariant operator of baryon number unity that an be onstru ted in SU(3) is [29℄:
Bi i i

1 2 3

=

1

2

3

3 h
Y
n=1

P eig
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R



P (x;xn ) A dx qi
n

i

(xn )

n

(7)
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q7
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q7
q9 q4 q4 q3 q3 qq2 qq2 q1 q1 ui

Figure 4: Hadronization by q0 q0 produ tion in a jun tion string topology. The
gure is in an abstra t \ avour spa e", to be related to a spa e{time topology like
Fig. 3, with avours belonging to the same hadron onne ted by string pie es. The
labelling of new quarks is arbitrary. The q4 q7 q9 hadron arries the original baryon
number, while q1 qq2 and qq2 q3 orrespond to the possibility of baryon{antibaryon
pair produ tion in the hadronization pro ess, and the rest represents normal meson
produ tion.
where in and i are indi es for avour and olour, respe tively, A is the gluon eld, and
P expresses ordering along the path P from x to xn . Physi ally, this operator represents
three quarks sitting at x1 , x2 , and x3 , respe tively, ea h onne ted via the gluon eld to
the point x, whi h we may identify as orresponding to the lo us of the string jun tion.
Thus, from this point of view, QCD does appear to sele t the jun tion topology.
The jun tion on ept has also been applied to the understanding of the fragmentation
fun tion of baryons in low-p? hadroni ollisions [31℄, providing a more sophisti ated
variant of the pop orn me hanism whereby the two quarks of a diquark need not end up in
the same hadron. Multiple perturbative parton{parton intera tions have been suggested
as a me hanism to a tivate the jun tion in proton beams [32℄. And jun tions have been
proposed for qqg on gurations, in s enarios where a separate kind of olour o tet gluon
string exists (whi h requires a string tension less than twi e that of the normal olour
triplet string, or else it would be energeti ally unfavourable) [33℄.
A simpli ed and unoÆ ial implementation of jun tions has existed in Pythia sin e
many years, and been used e.g. from Susygen. To the best of our knowledge, however,
what we present here is the rst omplete s enario for the hadronization of generi jun tion
topologies in high-energy intera tions.
It ould have been interesting to ontrast the jun tion on ept with some alternatives,
but we have been unable to on eive of any realisti su h, at least within a stringlike
s enario of on nement. The losest we ome is a V-shape topology, with two string
pie es, similar to the qqg topology in Fig. 2. This would be obtained if one e.g. imagined
splitting the olour of the upper left quark in Fig. 3 as g = rb. In su h a s enario the
baryon would be produ ed around this quark, and ould be quite high-momentum. Of
ourse, su h a pro edure is arbitrary, sin e one ould equally well pi k either of the three
quarks to be in the privileged position of produ ing the key baryon. Further, with two
string pie es now being pulled out from one of the quarks, the net energy stored in the
string at a given (early) time is larger than in the jun tion ase, meaning the Y jun tion
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is energeti ally favoured over the V topology. For these reasons, the V s enario has not
been pursued.
It should be noted that, in our jun tion s enario, it an happen that one quark has
a low initial momentum in the jun tion rest frame, and therefore never strays very far
away. The string between this quark and the jun tion need then not break, so that the
quark ends up in the entral baryon together with the jun tion, i.e. the quark and the
jun tion e e tively a t as a unit. Seemingly this is akin to the s enario sket hed above
but, in the jun tion topology framework, it ould only happen when the quark has low
momentum in the jun tion rest frame, so again the key baryon would be low-momentum.
Other alternatives appear even more far-fet hed. For instan e, we see no possibility
for a -shaped topology, i.e. onne ting ea h quark dire tly with the other two. Not only
would it be even more energeti ally unfavourable relative to the jun tion topology, but it
is also diÆ ult to on eive of a olour assignment that would at all allow it. One would
then need to introdu e a novel kind of strings, that do not obey the normal QCD olour
harge and ux quantization onditions.
4.3

Jun tion motion

In the rest frame of the jun tion the opening angle between any pair of quarks is 120Æ, i.e.
we have a perfe t Mer edes topology. This an be derived from the a tion of the lassi al
string [27℄, but follows more dire tly from symmetry arguments. What is maybe not so
obvious is that the 120Æ ondition also is ful lled if the quarks are massive. However, in
the jun tion rest frame ea h string pie e is pulled straight out from the origin, without
any transverse motion, so the string pie es do not arry any momentum. Then overall
momentum onservation gives that
dptot = X dpq =  X e = 0 :
(8)
q
dt
q dt
q
Here we have used eq. (4) to give the momentum loss of quarks of arbitrary mass, where
eq is a unit ve tor along the dire tion of motion of ea h of the three quarks.
The ow of energy and momentum is akin to that in the normal qq system, where the
intermediate string absorbs and an els the momentum of the re eding q and q. With
respe t to the qqq ase, it is impli it in eq. (8) that no net momentum is a umulated by
the jun tion. Instead, it a ts as a swit hyard for the momentum owing in the system,
thereby an elling the momentum given up by the three endpoint quarks. In this way,
the jun tion itself remains with a vanishing four-momentum, whi h obviously holds in an
arbitrary referen e frame. In a general frame the string pie es would have a transverse
motion as well, however, and thereby arry a nonvanishing momentum. Then eq. (8)
would need to be generalized to in lude these additional terms and would be ome less
transparent.
The rest frame of the jun tion an easily be found for the ase of three massless quarks
(and no further gluons), but the general massive ase admits no analyti al solution. A
onvenient numeri al solution an be obtained as follows. Imagine three quarks with fourmomenta p1, p2 and p3 . The four-produ ts aij = pipj are Lorentz invariants, and thus the
boosted momenta p0i obey
2
1
aij = p0i p0j = Ei0 Ej0 p0i p0j = Ei0 Ej0 jp0i j jp0j j os = Ei0 Ej0 + jp0i j jp0j j
(9)
3
2
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in the jun tion rest frame. This leads us to introdu e
fij  f (jp0i j; jp0j j; mi ; mj ; aij ) =

q

q

jp0j j2 + m2j + 21 jp0i j jp0j j aij :

(10)
Note that fij is a monotoni ally in reasing fun tion of ea h of its rst two arguments. If we
hoose e.g. to let jp01 j vary freely within the kinemati ally allowed region, the requirements
f12 = 0 and f13 = 0 an then be uniquely solved to give the other two momenta,
q
0 4a2 m2 (4E 0 2 jp0 j2 ) 2jp0 j a1j
2
E
1
;
(11)
jp0j j = 1 1j 4jE 0 2 1 jp0 j21
1
1
whi h both de rease with in reasing jp01j. Therefore also f23 is monotoni ally de reasing
if viewed as a fun tion of jp01j, f23 = f (jp02j(jp01j); jp03j(jp01j)) The nal requirement f23 = 0
now gives a unique solution jp01 j. This solution an be obtained by an iterative
p interpolat0
0
ing pro edure. In the massless ase, the solution simpli es to Ei = jpij = 2aij aik =3ajk.
On e the energies in the jun tion rest frame are known, the onstru tion of a boost
is straightforward. A rst boost with CM = P pi = P Ei brings
the three quarks to
0
CM
their rest frame, with known momenta pi . A se ond boost , that brings
the system
0
0
CM
0
CM
to the jun tion rest frame, now obeys the three equations Ei + pi = Ei0 . After
division by EiCM, and subtra tion of two of the equations from the third, one obtains e.g.
0 0

pCM
1

E1CM

jp0 j2 + m2
i

pCM
j

EjCM

i

!

0

= EECM1
1

Ej0
:
EjCM

(12)

Sin e the three ve tors pCM
lie in a plane, the boost ve tor an be parameterized as a
i
linear sum of the two di eren e ve tors de ned by0 the above equation for j = 2 and 3,
0 . Finally, the overall boost is obtained
whi h gives a simple
linear
equation
system
for
by ombining CM with 0.
In the general ase, there does not have to exist a solution with perfe t symmetry.
Su h troublesome events, hara terized e.g. by f23 < 0 for all jp01j, are very rare, however.
We have only en ountered them when a massive quark is almost at rest in the frame that
omes losest to giving a symmetri al topology. We here a ept an imperfe t solution
somewhere in the neighbourhood of this singular point. Sin e it is the size of the boost
that will matter in the hadronization des ription, not the 120Æ opening angles per se, this
should be a eptable.
So far we have assumed that the jun tion remains in uniform motion. When gluon
emission is in luded, this need no longer be the ase. Consider e.g. an event like the one
in Fig. 5. Here the two d(j;k) quarks ea h radiated a gluon, and so the strings from these
quarks to the jun tion are drawn via the respe tive gluon, f. Fig. 2. It is the dire tion
of these gluons, together with the u quark, that determines the jun tion motion at early
times, and the dire tions of the d(j;k) quarks themselves are irrelevant. As a gluon moves
out from the jun tion origin, it loses energy at a rate dE=dt = 2, where the 2 omes
from it being atta hed to two string pie es. So after a time Eg (0)=2 it has lost all its
original energy, and after a further equal time this information has propagated ba k to
the jun tion. From then on it would be the dire tion of the respe tive d(j;k) quark, and
not of the gluon, that de nes the pull on the jun tion. In the example of Fig. 5, the
jun tion would originally be at rest but later on start to move leftwards. In the generi
on guration, ea h of the outgoing quarks ould radiate several gluons, that would be
olour- onne ted in a hain stret hing from the endpoint quark inwards to the jun tion.
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Figure 5: String topology of a ~01 ! uidj dk de ay, where the two d(j;k) quarks ea h
has radiated a gluon. The event is drawn in the rest frame of the jun tion at early
times, where the u and the two gluons are separated by 120Æ, and the string topology
is shown by dashed lines. A possible olour assignment is indi ated within bra kets.
The innermost gluon on ea h of the three hains would together determine the original
motion, with the next-innermost taking over after the innermost lost its energy, and so
on, spreading outwards. As a onsequen e the jun tion would \jitter around".
Now, all of this is moot if the string starts to fragment before the innermost gluon
lost its energy, be ause a string break will sever the inward ow of momentum. As we
noted above, the typi al s ale for this to happen is of order h i  1:5 GeV. Therefore an
innermost gluon with energy mu h above this s ale by itself de nes the jun tion motion,
whereas a gluon with energy mu h below would a t on the jun tion too short a time to
matter.
Rather than trying to tra e the jun tion jitter in detail | whi h anyway will be at
or below the limit of what it is quantum me hani ally meaningful to speak about | we
de ne an e e tive pull of ea h string on the jun tion as if from a single parti le with a
four-momentum
n

 P
X
i 1
E
=E
(13)
pi exp
ppull =
j =1 j norm :
i=1

Here i = 1 is the innermost gluon, i = 2 is the next-innermost one, and so on till the
endpoint quark i = n. The energy sum in the exponent runs over all gluons inside the one
onsidered (meaning it vanishes for i = 1), and is normalized to a free parameter Enorm,
whi h by default we asso iate with the h i above. Note that the energies Ej depend on
the hoi e of frame. A priori, it is the energies in the rest frame of the jun tion whi h
should be used in this sum, yet sin e these are not known to begin with, we use an iterative
pro edure, starting with the (known) energies in the CM of the string system, al ulating
the orresponding pull ve tors in this frame and from them the andidate jun tion rest
frame, al ulating the pull ve tors in this new frame and so forth until the Lorentz fa tor
of the last boost is last < 1:01 tot .
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4.4

Jun tion hadronization

As we have noted above, hadronization begins in the middle of an event and spreads
outwards. In the jun tion rest frame the jun tion baryon would thus be the one to form
rst, on the average, and have a rather small momentum. Thereafter, ea h of the three
strings would fragment pretty mu h as ordinary strings, e.g. as in a ba k-to-ba k qq pair
of jets. Also extensions to systems with multiple gluon emissions should losely follow the
orresponding pattern for normal events. With or without gluon emission, we shall speak
of three strings onne ted at the jun tion, where a string may onsist of several string
pie es between adja ent (i.e. olour- onne ted) partons.
In parti ular, if we onsider events where ea h of the three outgoing quark jets have
large energies in the jun tion rest frame, the produ tion of high-momentum parti les
inside a jet should agree with the one of a orresponding jet in an ordinary two-jet event.
This an be ensured by performing the fragmentation from the outer end of the strings
inwards, just like for the qq string. Thus an iterative pro edure an be used, whereby
the leading q is ombined with a newly produ ed q1 , to form a meson and leave behind a
remainder-jet q1 , whi h is fragmented in its turn. Flavour rules, fragmentation fun tions
and handling of gluon-emission-indu ed kinks on the string are identi al with the ones of
the ordinary string.
While these hadronization prin iples as su h are lear, and give the bulk of the physi s,
unfortunately there is a at h: if all three strings are fragmented until only little energy
and momentum remain in ea h, and then these remainders are ombined to a entral
baryon, what guarantees that this baryon obtains the orre t invariant mass it should
have?
The same problem exists in simple qq events, that also there energy and momentum
is not guaranteed to ome out right, if the event is fragmented independently from the
two ends and then joined by a single hadron in the middle. In this ase, the overall
energy{momentum onservation is obtained by the \area law" [21℄, whi h ouples the
produ tion of all the hadrons in the event. It is therefore diÆ ult to simulate exa tly,
but for large remaining invariant masses it simpli es to the iterative framework already
introdu ed. For small masses a pragmati approximation is used. Firstly, not one but
two hadrons are used to join the jets. A two-hadron system has a ontinuous mass
spe trum, so one may onstru t onsistent kinemati s if the normal fragmentation is
stopped when the remaining invariant mass has dropped below some value. Sin e the
nal two hadron masses are not known beforehand, sometimes the remaining mass drops
below the two-body threshold, in whi h ase the fragmentation is re-started from the
beginning. Se ondly, by a random hoi e of produ ing the next hadron either o the
q end or o the q one, the nal joining does not always o ur exa tly in the middle of
events, thereby smearing remaining imperfe tions of the joining pro edure proper.
For the fragmentation of a jun tion topology, we attempt to retain as mu h as possible
the known good features of the existing approa h to qq events, although this involves
on i ting interests, as follows. In order to des ribe the produ tion of high-momentum
parti les, fragmentation should be allowed to pro eed from all three string ends inward.
But, in order not to bias the jun tion baryon overly, the joining for energy-momentum
onservation should not always have to in uen e this hadron. Brie y put, the solution
is to fragment two of the three strings inwards, thereafter ombine their leftovers to an
e e tive diquark, and nally fragment the string between this diquark and the third end
in mu h the same spirit as des ribed for qq events above, i.e. by fragmentation at random
o both ends of the system. Put in the ontext of Fig. 4, imagine rst tra ing the hains
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dj q5 q6 q7 and dk q8 q9 , then forming a diquark q7 q9 , and thereafter fragmenting
the string between this diquark and u from both ends.
There are a number of te hni al details, as follows. The hadronization pro ess itself is
normally arried out in the rest frame of the olour singlet system under onsideration, but
is Lorentz ovariant, so another hoi e would be no problem. Information on the jun tion
motion is en oded in its velo ity four-ve tor vjun = ( 0; 0 0 ), with the 0 de ned in
subse tion 4.3.
For normal string pie es, spanned between two partons, the invariant mass of the
pie e is de ned by the four-momenta of the two endpoint partons. Sin e the jun tion
does not arry a momentum, there is no orresponding de nition for the string pie es
spanned between the jun tion and ea h of its three nearest olour- onne ted partons.
Instead the jun tion end is here represented by a titious parton, spe i to ea h string,
opposite to the ppull ve tor of eq. (13), as viewed in the jun tion rest frame, whi h gives
popp = ppull + 2(vjun ppull )vjun .
Two of the three strings are fragmented from the respe tive end inwards, towards
a titious other end as de ned above. In order to have a large-mass system left for
the system in whi h the joining o urs, we prefer to pi k these two to be the ones
P with
0
lowest energy, as de ned in the jun tion rest frame, i.e. with lowest Estr = vjun i pCM
i .
Here pi are the four-momenta of the partons belonging to the given string, ex luding the
titious jun tion one. As the hadrons are su essively produ ed, their summed energy
0
Ehad (in the same frame) is also updated. On e the hadroni energy ex eeds the string
0 > E 0 , the pro ess has gone too far, i.e. passed the jun tion point of the string
one, Ehad
str
system, so it is stopped and the latest hadron is reje ted.
The random hoi es made in the fragmentation fun tion allows the energy in this latest
hadron to u tuate signi antly. It an therefore be that, after its removal, the energy
0
0 remaining of a string an be quite signi ant. This is parti ularly
ÆE 0 = Estr
Ehad
dangerous if it happens in both of the strings onsidered, sin e then the leftovers would
be ombined to give a momentum intermediate in dire tion to the two strings, and thereby
maybe give a jet where none originally existed. Therefore the two hadroni hains are
reje ted and new ones are generated in their pla e if both ÆE 0 are larger than a parameter
0 , by default 1 GeV. One of the two an have a larger energy than this, sin e then the
ÆEmin
ombined leftovers would still essentially agree with the dire tion of this original string,
0 + R ÆE 0 , where
but the hains are also reje ted if this one has an energy above ÆEmin
max
0
ÆEmax by default is 10 GeV and R is a random number uniformly sele ted between 0 and
0 and ÆE 0 are \tuned" by the requirements of a onsistent
1. The two parameters ÆEmin
max
des ription, see below. In order to avoid in nite loops, at most 10 attempts of the above
kind are reje ted.
When two a eptable hadroni hains have been found, the remaining four-momenta
from the respe tive two strings are ombined into a single parton, whi h then repla es
the jun tion as endpoint for the third string. (A tually, te hni ally, the whole of the
two string four-momenta is assigned to a parton, but then the fragmentation pro ess is
assumed already to have produ ed the given set of hadrons. This is almost equivalent,
apart from some minor details of transverse momentum handling.) The new e e tive
parton may have a larger momentum than energy, and thereby nominally be spa elike. If
only by a little, it normally would not matter, but in extreme ases the whole nal string
may even ome to have a negative squared mass. Therefore additional he ks are made
to ensure that the nal string mass is above the threshold for string fragmentation. If so,
the fragmentation pro edure is identi al with that of an ordinary string from here on, else
repeated attempts are made, starting over with the rst two strings.
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Figure 6: (a) S hemati string topology of a e+ e ! ~t~t ! dj dk dm dn de ay. The
strings are shown as dashed lines. A possible olour assignment is indi ated within
bra kets. The string between the two jun tions would then be blue{antiblue. (b)
Alternative string drawing for the same pro ess, without any jun tions.
A further aspe t is the avour properties. Ex ept at the jun tion, the normal rules
of string fragmentation are used. At the jun tion, the two strings fragmented rst ea h
de ne a leftover quark, whi h are ombined into a diquark. This diquark is assigned a
spin 0 or 1 a ording to the same relative probabilities as normally. Sin e also ordinary
fragmentation an produ e diquark{antidiquark pairs, it ould be that either string ends
with a leftover antidiquark rather than quark. Su h on gurations are not a eptable, and
have to be reje ted in favour of new tries. On e a diquark is de ned, this an fragment
further as usual. In the simplest s enario, it will next fragment to produ e a baryon and
a leftover antiquark. If pop orn baryon produ tion is allowed, however, a meson may
alternatively be split o to produ e a new diquark. That is, the baryon number may then
migrate to higher energies than otherwise, but will still be rather entrally produ ed.
4.5

Other string topologies

So far we have onsidered the produ tion of string systems ontaining a single jun tion,
well illustrated by the ase of neutralino de ays, but also possible in other pro esses. There
is a se ond possibility, however, namely that of a system onsisting of two jun tions, or,
more pre isely, of a jun tion and an antijun tion, where the former is asso iated with a
baryon number +1 and the latter 1. An example would be e+e ! ~t~t ! dj dk dmdn,
ontaining two BNV de ays, ~t ! dj dk and ~t ! dmdn . This kind of topology is illustrated
in Fig. 6a. There are now two quark ends, two antiquark ones, and ve strings, in luding
the one between the two jun tions. Ea h of these strings ould ontain an arbitrary
number of intermediate gluons, where gluons in between the two jun tions are related
to emission in the produ tion pro ess e+e ! ~t~t and the others to the de ay pro esses
(with the standard ambiguities, espe ially relevant for the soft gluons).
The jun tion motion and string fragmentation follows by simple generalization of what
has already been dis ussed for on gurations with a single jun tion. Like before, two of
the three strings from a jun tion | the two not onne ted to the other jun tion | are
rst fragmented, and the leftovers ombined to an e e tive (anti)diquark. When this has
been performed for both jun tions, what remains is a diquark{antidiquark string spanned
between the two jun tions, whi h then is fragmented. Thus the hadronization will produ e
one baryon and one antibaryon, asso iated with the jun tions, plus potentially additional
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baryon{antibaryon pairs as usual.
The same he ks as above have to be applied at various stages, but no new ones. The
one ambiguity is how to al ulate the ppull of eq. (13) for the third string of a jun tion,
hooking up to the other jun tion. Here gluons on the string between the two jun tions
are onsidered as normally, while partons on the far side of the other jun tion are tra ked
down ea h of the two strings without in luding any exponential suppression from energies
in the other of the strings.
Sin e the net baryon number vanishes in the above topology, an alternative string
s enario is illustrated by Fig. 6b. Here two strings are pulled dire tly between a d(m;n)
and a d(j;k) quark. The jun tions are gone, and so su h an event would not have to
ontain any baryons or antibaryons at all, and de nitely not any asso iable with the BNV
pro esses as su h. This is the approa h adopted in Herwig.
A priori, one does not know whi h of the two above s enarios would be the orre t one.
It would not even have to be a unique answer, valid for all events. A possibility would be
that the topology with minimal string length is sele ted dynami ally. Then events of the
general kind shown in Fig. 6 would obtain the 2-jun tion topology of Fig. 6a when the
dm dn and dj dk opening angles are small, while the 0-jun tion one of Fig. 6b would result
if instead the dm dj and dndk opening angles were the small ones.
Su h a simple pi ture would be ome more ompli ated by the addition of gluons in the
produ tion pro ess, i.e. the ones we above put on the string between the two jun tions.
It now be omes ne essary to subdivide su h gluons into two separate olour lines, one
between ea h of the outgoing d(m;n) d(j;k) pairs. In general, we would expe t the 0-jun tion
topology to be ome more disfavoured when there are several gluons being emitted.
Furthermore, in the limit of large ~t lifetime, the string between the ~t and ~t would
have time to start to fragment before the ~t or ~t has de ayed. In su h a ase, the event
would onsist of two separate olour singlets, that fragment independently of ea h other.
This does not have to mean times ales long enough to have multiple string breaks and the
formation of stop-hadrons: one single string break is enough to make the produ tion of a
baryon and an antibaryon unavoidable. At rst glan e a suÆ iently large lifetime for this
to happen,  & 1 fm, would seem unlikely. However, when only BNV de ay hannels are
kinemati ally allowed, the ~t lifetime is almost always non-negligible, sin e, for massless d,
s, and b quarks the de ay length is roughly:


0
:01 2 100 GeV
BNV
~t  (100 fm) 
(14)
j003 j  m~t
where j003 j represents the average of the j003jk j ouplings. Stri tly speaking, the above
formula is valid for ~tR . For ~t1 (~t2 ), it is in reased by 1/j sin ~tj2 (1/j os ~tj2). In passing,
we note that event properties are likely to be similar whether stop-hadrons have time
to be produ ed or not: orresponding studies for ordinary top quarks have shown that
di eren es are restri ted to the region of low-momentum parti les, and there mainly show
up in angular distributions, not averaged event properties
[34℄.
If gauge-intera tion de ay hannels su h as ~t ! b~+1 are open, these
will almost always
+
dominate. Then, ignoring what happens to the olour dis onne ted ~1 , it would be doubly
rare to have both ~t and ~t de ay with BNV. Experimental studies would presumably have
to on entrate on nding events where one de ay is BNV and the other not, and so we
are ba k with a 1-jun tion topology.
Finally, we note that ~t~t produ tion in hadron olliders would predominantly ome
from gg ! ~t~t in the olour o tet hannel, where thereby the ~t and ~t would belong to
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separate olour singlet subsystems. Again the produ tion of a baryon and an antibaryon
would then be inevitable.
Nevertheless, in order to test the onsequen es, we have developed an alternative
model. For a given event with two olour- onne ted BNV de ays, the total string length
is evaluated under the assumption that the event either is arranged in a 2-jun tion or in
a 0-jun tion topology, and the topology is hosen that orresponds to the smallest length.
Given this hoi e the subsequent hadronization is well-de ned.
In more detail, the string length is de ned by the so- alled  measure [35℄. For a
simple two-parton system
 
s
 = ln 2 :
(15)
m0
Here s is the squared invariant mass of the system and m0 is some hadronization referen e
s ale of order h i, just like the Enorm de ned in se tion 4.3. Parti les are produ ed with a
at rapidity distribution in the pentral regions of the string, while the distribution falls o
near the ends. Then ymax ' ln( s=m0 ) de nes the e e tive rapidity range, in the middle
of the fall-o , su h that the total multipli ity on the average is proportional to ymax. For
a generi string on guration, with many gluons between the quark and antiquark, the
omplete  expression is rather messy, but approximately it an be represented by the
linear sum of the  measure for ea h string pie e,
=

n 1
X
i=1


n 1 
X
si;i+1
i;i+1 =
ln 2 :

(16)

m0

i=1

Here the squared invariant mass si;i+1 is al ulated with the full momentum for the endpoint quarks but only half for the intermediate gluons, whi h are shared between two
adja ent string pie es.
We now need to generalize the  measure to the ase with jun tions, whi h has not
been onsidered in the literature so far. To begin, revert to a simple ba k-to-ba k qq
system, with quark masses negligible. Then
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 = ln
= ln
= ln
+ln
= ln
+ln
: (17)
m20

m20

m0

m0

m0

m0

The splitting into two terms an be seen as a separation of the full rapidity range into one
on the quark side of the event and another on the antiquark one, smoothly mat hing at
the origin. At this stage the origin is arbitrary, i.e. Eq 6= Eq represents an event boosted
along the event axis; the individual terms may thus be hanged but the sum remains
invariant. In the nal step the origin is represented by the four-ve tor v = (1; 0; 0; 0), to
allow a Lorentz invariant form also for the split expression. Alternatively to onsidering
Eq 6= Eq one may then use a v boosted along the event axis.
In a q1 q2 q3 event, if viewed in the rest frame of the jun tion, there will be three
rapidity plateaus extending from the origin, so one an al ulate a total rapidity range






2
vp1
2
vp2
2
vp3
 = ln
+ ln
+ ln
:
(18)
m0

m0

m0

The v four-ve tor now is easily identi ed with the motion of the jun tion.
We also need to onsider the rapidity length of the string between two jun tions.
Sin e the rapidity plateau extends all the way to the jun tion, this is a tually given by
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the rapidity di eren e between the jun tions themselves. Evaluating this in a frame where
the jun tions are ba k-to-ba k, v1;2 = ( ; 0; 0;  ), one obtains





2+2 
1
1
+
1
+
+
 = 2ymax = 2 ln
= ln 1
= ln 1 2
;
(19)
2
with v1 v2 = 2(1 + 2) = (1 + 2)=(1 2) or 2 = (v1 v2 1)=(v1v2 + 1).
We an now give the  of the two on gurations in Fig. 6a and 6b. Sin e the number
of m0 fa tors agrees between the two, it is more onvenient to introdu e  = m40 exp(),
with expressions


p
2 jun tion = (2v1pm )(2v1pn)(2v2pj )(2v2pk ) v1v2 + (v1v2 )2 1 ;
(20)
0 jun tion = (2pmpj )(2pnpk ) ;
(21)
where we have reused the generation indi es of the quarks to distinguish them, and v1 (v2 )
orresponds to the right (left) vertex. The smaller of the two  values now determines
whi h on guration would be the preferred one. Note that both expressions are linear
in ea h of the pi, so the hoi e only depends on the dire tions of motion of the outgoing
quarks.
Now onsider the ompli ations aused by showering. Radiation after the BNV de ays
is no problem: one only needs onsider the onne tion out to the olour produ ed in the
BNV de ays, i.e. to the gluon nearest to the jun tion, sin e the subsequent olour hain
out to the endpoint quark would be una e ted by the olour arrangement between the two
BNV verti es. The pj;k;m;n in eqs. (20){(21) should be rede ned a ordingly. Radiation
patterns before the BNV de ays an be divided into two lasses.
(i) If the shower ontains a g ! qq bran hing, the olour ow in the system is automatially broken, and then the produ tion of a baryon{antibaryon pair is unavoidable. This
is the perturbative equivalent of the string between ~t and ~t starting to fragment before
the ~t or ~t has de ayed. As one moves up from the kinemati al threshold this probability
in reases. Sin e the ollinear and soft gluon singularities are tamed by the large ~t mass
and width, the total g ! qq probability is reasonably reliably predi table, although a
ut-o dependen e e.g. from the assumed e e tive quark masses remains.
(ii) If there are no g ! qq bran hings, all the gluons in the shower an be arranged in
a single olour hain between the ~t and ~t. When the BNV de ays o ur, the anti olour
of the gluon that mat hes the olour of the ~t ould no longer mat h the anti olour of
either ~t de ay produ t in a jun tion-free topology, but would rather have to be mat hed
to the olour of either ~t de ay produ t. Thus the 0-jun tion on guration would be with
two strings, one between one of the ~t de ay produ t traversing all the gluons from the
original ~t edge to the ~t one and then zig-zagging ba k to one of the ~t de ay produ ts,
while the other string would be between the two remaining de ay produ ts. See Fig. 7
for an illustration of (a) the 2-jun tion on guration and (b) the 0-jun tion one just
dis ussed. (A tually, sin e the stop mass redu es ollinear emission, and sin e the stop
de ay produ ts are widely s attered, the zig-zag pattern need not be as extreme as one
might guess at rst glan e.) Colour-suppressed topologies are negle ted, su h as where
the gluons split o into a losed loop and then two strings are stret hed dire tly between
the ~t and ~t de ay produ ts. When omparing string length with and without jun tions,
the string internally between the intermediate gluons is ommon and an be negle ted.
Labelling by pi the gluon losest to the vi vertex in olour spa e, in the hain between
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Figure 7: Illustration of (a) the 2-jun tion topology and (b) a 0-jun tion topology,
for identi al parton on gurations. Indi es have been hosen so as to orrespond
dire tly to the expressions in eqs. (22) and (23). Naturally, the topology in (b) only
orresponds to one possible hoi e of whi h is whi h of (m,n) and (j ,k).
the two jun tions, and now putting  = m60 exp(), one obtains
2 jun tion = (2v1pm)(2v1 pn)(2v1p1)(2v2 pj )(2v2pk )(2v2p2 ) ;
(22)
0 jun tion = (2pmp2)(2pj p1 )(2pnpk ) ;
(23)
where whi h is whi h of m and n (and of j and k) is hosen at random.
If anything, the approa h above ould overestimate the probability of no baryon{
antibaryon produ tion, sin e it only onsiders the gain in string length on e one has
arrived at a new olour arrangement, whereas there ould be additional dynami suppressions on the way between the `original' 2-jun tion topology and the ` nal' 0-jun tion
one. Nevertheless, it should o er some realisti estimates how big a loss of baryon signal
ould at worst be. To quantify this to some extent, we have taken a loser look at isolated
de ays of ~t~t pairs ( olour onne ted to ea h other to form an overall olour singlet) in
the CM of the pair.
For high-momentum stops, ~t  ECM=2m~t  1, the dm dn pair lies at a large rapidity
separation from the dj dk pair. In the 2-jun tion topology, this rapidity range is spanned
by one string pie e, the jun tion{jun tion one, whereas, in the 0-jun tion topology, ea h
of the dd string pie es must ross it. In fa t, due to the see-saw nature of the 0-jun tion
topology in the presen e of gluon radiation from the stops, the entral rapidity range will
be rossed more than twi e if the stops radiate. Thus, we expe t the 2-jun tion topology
to dominate for ases ~t  1.
On the other hand, when the stops are slow, ~t  1, the ~t and ~t de ay produ ts are
widely spread by the de ay kinemati s. Typi ally the invariant mass between a ~t de ay
produ t and a ~t one will be smaller than that between the two produ ts of the same ~t or
~t, su h that the 0-jun tion topology is guaranteed to give a smaller string length. Also
for somewhat larger ~t, where one an start to speak of an event axis, de ay produ ts are
often thrown into the opposite hemisphere, su h that the entral rapidity region need not
be rossed at all in the 0-jun tion alternative. Thus, we expe t the 0-jun tion topology
to dominate for reasonably low ~t.
The rapidity arguments presented in the above two paragraphs losely follow the here
de ned string length measures, eqs. (20){(23). However, we may alternatively use an
argument based on the string motion itself. Re all that a jun tion is at rest when the
opening angles between its three atta hed strings is 120Æ. Thus, if the opening angles
between the motion of the ~t and its two de ay produ ts is 60Æ ea h, and orrespondingly
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FigureE 8: Probabilities for 2-jun tion and 0-jun tion on gurations as fun tions of
~t = 2m for (a) m~t = 50 GeV and (b) m~t = 500 GeV.
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for the ~t, we are exa tly at a balan ing point. For stops faster than this, the smaller de ay
angles will for e the two jun tions to move away from ea h other, and so it should be
less likely for them to meet and annihilate. For slower stops, the jun tions a tually move
towards ea h other (if assumed produ ed at a distan e apart), making it more believable
that they an annihilate. Although these deliberations are separate from the string length
minimization pro edure des ribed above, and do not give the same answer event by event,
they do orroborate it by leading to the same expe ted dominant topologies as ~t is varied.
The two approa hes are about equally redible, but the string length argument has the
advantage of leading to tra table answers also for quite ompli ated topologies.
Using now eqs. (20){(23) to al ulate total string lengths for two di erent stop masses,
and a range of stop boosts 1  ~t  6, gives the plots shown in Fig. 8. As is apparent from
the dis ussion above, we expe t the ratio of 2-jun tion to 0-jun tion string topologies to
depend mainly on ~t and only weakly on the stop mass as su h, and this agrees with what
is shown in the relation between the lower two regions of the plots. The feature whi h
does hange signi antly is the rate of perturbative breakups of the 2-jun tion systems,
i.e. g ! qq splittings in the parton shower initiated before the BNV de ays, point (i)
above. The g ! qq rate in reases with larger total energy, also for xed ~t: while the
primary emission rate of gluons o the ~t~t system is rather onstant, the phase spa e for
further as ading of these gluons is in reased with energy.
5 Model tests
In this se tion we will present some distributions that illustrate the basi properties of our
model, and show that it works as expe ted. In several ases we will ompare with results
obtained with Herwig, the other main omplete implementation of BNV phenomenology.
The distributions in this se tion are not ne essarily dire tly observable; we will return to
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experimental tests in the following se tion.
For al ulating the sparti le mass and oupling spe trum, we use the mSUGRA parameters of Snowmass points 1a and 1b [36℄ input to Isasusy [2℄ for RGE evolution.
This is done for both Herwig and Pythia, and so there an be no artifa ts reated by
non-identi al EW s ale superspe tra when omparing the output of the two programs.
Apart from this aspe t, most of the topi s we study here are not sensitive to the details
of the SUSY parameter set used.
For all studies, we use the \fa tory presets" for both Pythia and Herwig. No tuning
has been performed, and no demands e.g. of identi al shower ut-o s or fragmentation
fun tions have been made. This does mean that one must exer ise a slight aution before
drawing too strong on lusions from the omparisons, sin e default Pythia is not always
dire tly omparable to default Herwig. In the following, we will omment on these
aspe ts when ne essary.
5.1

Consisten y

he ks

The main te hni al simpli ation of the jun tion string fragmentation s heme is the asymmetri fashion in whi h two of the three strings are rst fragmented inwards, with the
remnants joined to an e e tive diquark jet that is fragmented together with the third
string. In parti ular, the fear might be that the joined diquark ould produ e a spurious
new jet intermediate to the dire tions of the two strings from whi h it inherits the leftover momenta. Therefore the fragmentation of a symmetri three-parton on guration
is studied in Fig. 9. For the produ tion of hadrons other than the jun tion baryon, an
essentially perfe t symmetry between the three jets is obtained, both in angular and in
momentum variables. As ould be expe ted, the situation is less perfe t for the jun tion
baryon itself. Indeed, it has a tenden y to be produ ed in a dire tion intermediate to
the rst two jets onsidered, rather than along either of these two separate dire tions,
while baryons in the third jet line up the way one would like. It should be noted that
most of this e e t o urs for baryons of intermediate momenta jpj ' 1 GeV; at lower
momenta everything is and should be lose to isotropi , while those few baryons that
have large momenta tend to be better aligned with the jet dire tions. The overall balan e
between the jets is good, with 32% of the jun tion baryons found in the angular range
around the third jet, relative to 34% in ea h of the other two. The momentum spe tra
in the three jets also show reasonable agreement: although the third tends to produ e
somewhat harder jun tion baryons than the rst two, the di eren e only orresponds to
a mean momentum of 0.97 GeV rather than of 0.87 GeV.
We may therefore on lude that the asymmetri algorithm does not seem to indu e
any imperfe tions in the bulk of the hadron produ tion, and only rather modest ones for
the jun tion baryon itself. These latter imperfe tions should also largely average out in
realisti simulations, when the order in whi h jets have been hadronized is not known.
Spe i ally, it appears to be a stable and reliable predi tion of the model that the jun tion
baryon should be found at low momentum, jpj < 2 GeV, in the jun tion rest frame.
Further te hni al details, on erning the jun tion motion (subse tion 4.3) and
hadronization (subse tion 4.4), ould have been addressed in di erent approximations.
Spe i ally, we have investigated how the fragmentation spe tra would be a e ted if we
made the following hanges to our model:
1. Swit hed the order of fragmentation of the three string pie es, so that the last string
to be fragmented would be the one ontaining least energy, the reverse of the default
behaviour.
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Figure 9: Fragmentation of a uuu parton on guration with 40 GeV in ea h jet
and opening angles 120Æ between partons. Only the primary hadrons are shown,
i.e. subsequent de ays are disregarded. For simpli ity all normal baryon{antibaryon
produ tion is swit hed o , as is the pop orn baryon possibility. (a) The parti le
ow dN=d in the event plane, for mesons, for the jun tion baryons and for the
fra tion of jun tion baryons with momentum in the event plane above 2 GeV. The
jet at around 0Æ is the last one to be onsidered in the hadronization pro ess. (b)
The meson and jun tion baryon momentum spe tra per jet, shown separately for
the rst two jets onsidered and for the last one. Hadron assignment to jets is based
on a simple division of the plane into three equal 120Æ se tors.
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Figure 10: Momentum spe tra of primary hadrons in the de ays of a 96 GeV neutralino. Results with the default implementation are ompared with ve alternative
ones. Average multipli ities of primary hadrons are shown in the lower right orner
of the plot.
2. Repla ed eq. (13), de ning the jun tion pull ve tors used in determining the jun tion rest frame, by a linear sum of 4-momenta instead of the default exponentially
weighted sum, equivalent to setting Enorm ! 1 in eq. (13).
3. Enhan ed the signi an e of soft gluon emission by setting Enorm = 0:5 GeV rather
than the default Enorm = 1:5 GeV.
4. Swit hed o the iterative pro edure for nding the jun tion rest frame, so that the
energies appearing in eq. (13) are the string system CM energies rather than the
energies in the jun tion rest frame.
5. Performed the fragmentation in the string system CM rather than in the jun tion
rest frame.
The impa t of these variations on the hadronization spe trum of a 96 GeV neutralino
de aying to light quarks is shown in Fig. 10, where the rates of primary hadrons and
jun tion baryons produ ed in the fragmentation are plotted as fun tions of their momenta
in the CM of the de aying neutralino. Average hadroni multipli ities are shown at the
lower right of the plot. As is readily observed, none of these variations lead to a signi ant
hange in the spe tra; hen e we believe the systemati un ertainties asso iated with these
assumptions to be negligible to a good pre ision.
As a nal variation, in Fig. 10 we also study what happens if the jun tion is assumed
to be at rest in the string system CM frame (whi h agrees with the neutralino CM,
unless a g ! qq splitting o urred in the shower). This is not intended as a realisti
model variation, but indi ates that even su h extreme s enarios would not hange the
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qualitative pi ture of a low-momentum baryon. Here, however, we are helped by the fa t
that the three jets in the neutralino de ay tend to be rather well separated in angle and
that therefore the boost between the jun tion rest frame and the neutralino CM frame is
not so large. Nevertheless, the more orre t des ription gives a somewhat harder jun tion
baryon spe trum, as should be expe ted from the boost.
5.2

Shower and hadronization a tivity

In se tion 3 we des ribed the strategy for the generation of additional gluon radiation in
BNV de ays. Thereby the number of re onstru ted jets an ex eed the primary parton
multipli ity. For our studies here we rely on the Durham jet algorithm [37℄, with a distan e
measure yij = 2 min(Ei2 ; Ej2) (1 os ij )=Evis2 between two parti les or lusters i and j .
Results an depend on the algorithm used, but we expe t most of the phenomenology to
ome out similarly also for other algorithms [38℄.
In Fig. 11, jet rates are shown as fun tions of the yD jet resolution parameter, with the
jet lustering being performed in the enter of mass of the de aying neutralino. The plots
show a omparison between neutralino de ay to light quarks (full lines) and neutralino
de ay to heavy quarks (dashed lines) for Pythia, at three stages of the event generation;
(a) initial de ay, (b) after parton shower, and ( ) after hadronization.
In the initial de ay, phase spa e is isotropi ally populated, and so no signi ant mass
di eren es should be expe ted. However, sin e yij ontains energies rather than e.g.
momenta in the numerator, and sin e massive partons are assured nonvanishing energies,
there are slightly more 3-jets for de ays to heavy quarks. When the parton showers are
in luded ( f. Fig. 11b), the suppression of gluon radiation o massive quarks ensures that
de ays into light quarks gives the larger number of further jets. Finally, hadronization
( f. Fig. 11 ) on e again ips the pi ture, at small resolution s ales yD, mainly by the
larger p? ki k impaired to hadrons in the B meson de ays. Su h gluon radiation and
hadronization e e ts are familiar from studies e.g. at LEP [15℄.
In omparing with theHerwig implementation, we now on entrate on de ays to light
quarks so as to obviate the further ompli ation of extra jets from heavy quark de ays.
This means that there are three main stages we an he k for di eren es: 1) the population
of the initial 3-body phase spa e, 2) the parton showers, and 3) the hadronization.
1. Phase spa e population. As mentioned above, Pythia produ es an isotropi phase
spa e population whereas Herwig uses full matrix element weighting. In Fig. 12a a
omparison of the jet rates between Pythia (full lines) and Herwig (dashed lines)
is shown for neutralino de ay to light quarks. Only the three primary de ay produ ts
are used in the jet lustering here. One notes that Herwig has more 3-jets than
Pythia over the whole yD range. This agrees with expe tations that the matrix
elements should disfavour 2-jet on gurations: in the 2-jet limit one invariant mass
vanishes, meaning that ontributions from graphs with that parti ular intermediate
squark propagator also vanish. (A de ay like ~0 ! uds re eives ontributions from
the three intermediate states u~u , dd~ , and s~s .) There are no squark poles in or
near the phase spa e, however, so the variation of the matrix elements is rather mild.
Thus e e ts of the matrix-element weighting are signi ant, but not dramati .
2. Showering. In Fig. 12b we show the jet rates after showering but before hadronization. (For Herwig this also means before the nonperturbative g ! qq bran hings.)
The di eren e produ ed in the initial de ay is redu ed slightly, but otherwise the
pattern at high yD is the same as above, with Herwig produ ing more jets than
Pythia. However, when the four-or-more jet rates ome into play at lower val26
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Figure 11: Jet rates in the de ay of a 96 GeV neutralino resonan e, ~0 ! ui dj dk ,
as fun tions of yD. ~0 ! uds is shown with full lines and ~0 ! sb with dashed.
(a) Clustering only of the primary neutralino de ay produ ts, (b) lustering after
showering but before hadronization, and ( ) lustering after full event generation.
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Figure 12: Jet rates in the de ay of a 96 GeV neutralino resonan e, ~0 ! uds, as
fun tions of yD, as obtained with Pythia (full lines) and Herwig (dashed lines).
(a) Clustering only of the primary de ay produ ts, (b) lustering after showering
but before hadronization, and ( ) lustering of the nal event.
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(solid lines; upper: Pythia, lower: Herwig). The average number of partons
emitted in uu as ades at the Z0 resonan e is shown for omparison (dashed lines).
ues of yD, Pythia tends to produ e more jets than Herwig, even if there is still
qualitative agreement.
We explore this di eren e by onsidering the number of partons emitted in the
respe tive shower, Fig. 13. The variation from two- to three-jetlike topologies is
hara terized by the minimum opening angle between any two of the three original
partons. Di eren es in the shower algorithms, su h as the hoi e of uto s ale,
imply that the number of partons as su h is not so informative. Therefore a onvenient referen e is o ered by the respe tive results for ordinary Z0 ! qq events, at a
omparable energy.
In Pythia, the ~ de ays produ e almost a fa tor 3=2 more radiated partons than
does the Z0 ones. This is onsistent with a rather onstant rate per radiating
parton, somewhat redu ed by the lower energy per parton in the ~ de ays. Su h
a result is not unreasonable, given that most gluons are emitted in the ollinear
regions around the quark dire tions, a ording to a universal radiation pattern, i.e.
independently of the olour ow to other quarks at wide angles. One should note
that the basi parton shower formalism of Pythia tends somewhat to overestimate
energeti wide-angle emission in Z0 ! qq events. This is then ompensated by a
reje tion fa tor that redu es this emission to what is expe ted from the qqg matrix
elements [18, 19℄. Sin e no orresponding mat hing is implemented for ~ ! qqq
de ays, it is quite likely that the shower a tivity here is somewhat overestimated.
Further, in the limit that two partons be ome ollinear, one should expe t them
partly to s reen ea h other and the overall a tivity thereby to drop down towards
the Z0 level. That this does not happen in Pythia is an obvious short oming of
the modelling, whi h is not set up to handle these s reening e e ts.
By ontrast, in Herwig the variation with event topology is more marked: the
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Herwig radiation one is de ned by the opening angle to one of the other quarks
pi ked at random [8℄, meaning that two nearby partons may kill the radiation from
ea h other. The most notable feature, however, is that the ~ multipli ity is lower
than the Z0 one, also for well separated quark topologies, ontrary to the arguments
above.
We do not laim to understand the low emission rate in Herwig. One observation,
that we will quantify below, is that ~ de ays tend to have a large-mass entral
luster, whi h ould indi ate a shortfall of emissions at wider angles. Among several
potential di eren es between the two shower des riptions, it is then tempting to
suspe t the pro edures used to start up the showers from some maximum virtuality.
As we have already noted, the \dead zone" phenomenon is a well-known reason for
Herwig to underestimate multi-jet rates. If so, the di eren es should be larger for
out-of-the-event-plane distributions than for in lusive ones, sin e the dire tion at 90Æ
to the event plane is as far away as one an be from any of the three original quark
dire tions. In Fig. 14, distributions of the linearized Aplanarity event shape variable
[39℄ are ompared. The urves relevant for showering are the dashed for Pythia and
dotted for Herwig. One observes that, also in the present ase, Herwig generates
less a tivity out of the event plane than does Pythia. The steep rise of the Herwig
urve towards small Aplanarities is aused by events where no emissions harder than
roughly 1 GeV or so o urred. The pattern is onsistent with the hypothesis of a
shortfall of wide-angle emissions in Herwig.
3. Hadronization. The results of jet lustering after full event generation are shown
in Fig. 12 . One notes that Herwig still produ es more jets at high yD, whereas
Pythia has more jets at small yD, but overall the agreement between the two
programs here is impressively and unexpe tedly good. In parti ular, the hadronlevel jet rate in Herwig goes up appre iably relative to the parton-level one, whereas
there is less di eren e between the two in Pythia.
Of spe ial relevan e here is the Herwig treatment of the \baryon luster" whi h
arries the net baryon number generated by the BNV de ay. As we see from Fig. 15,
this luster has a rather di erent mass spe trum than other lusters, with a mu h
higher average mass. (This is also noted in [8℄.) Su h a large-mass luster is rst
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Figure 15: Herwig luster mass spe tra for the lusters ontaining non-zero baryon
number (solid lines) as ompared to the ordinary lusters from the neutralinos and
the additional perturbative a tivity in the event. For referen e, the luster spe trum
for hadroni Z0 de ays at 90 GeV are also shown (dotted lines). Only the baryon
luster spe trum is shown with its true normalization, the two other spe tra having
been normalized by a fa tor 1/10 to t them onto the same s ale as the baryon
lusters.
fragmented into smaller lusters, whi h ea h then de ay to hadrons. The fragmentation is along an assumed \string" dire tion, as appropriate for simple qq lusters.
In the urrent ase, where three leftover quarks are to be onsidered, two of these,
pi ked at random, are ombined to a diquark. The resulting system is fragmented
along a single quark{diquark axis. The extreme ase is those events, roughly 2% of
the total number, where the whole neutralino be omes a single luster. Then, as
shown in Fig. 16, no well-separated third jet exists after hadronization, this information having been erased by the luster formation pro edure! In a normal event,
e e ts tend in the opposite dire tion: some lusters appear along ea h of the three
quark dire tions as a onsequen e of the shower a tivity, but then the baryon luster
also emits parti les in a new \jet" dire tion intermediate to the two quarks that get
ombined into a diquark. The net result is an in rease in the nonperturbative jet
rate relative to the perturbative one. To the extent that this e e t is unintentional,
the large hadronization orre tion in Herwig is misleading.
To summarize, we note that the nal agreement in jet rates must largely be viewed as
oin idental, sin e all three ontributing physi s omponents by themselves di er between
Herwig and Pythia.
5.3

The jun tion baryon

As dis ussed in subse tion 4.4, the non-perturbative ollapse of the olour wavefun tion,
whi h in our model results in a Y-shaped string topology, essentially \traps" the baryon
number around the lo us of the string jun tion. Thus, in the rest frame of the jun tion,
we expe t jun tion baryon momenta of the order of the hadronization s ale. For wellseparated jets, we further expe t the jun tion rest frame to be only slightly di erent from
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Figure 16: 2- and 3-jet rates before and after hadronization for Herwig events with
no gluon emission ( 2% of the event rate for default Herwig).
the CM frame of the de ay. Thus a generi feature of our model is the predi tion that
the baryon number generated by BNV de ays predominantly ends up in baryons whi h
have small momenta relative to the de aying parti le.
In Fig. 17 the rates of both jun tion baryons and \ordinary" baryons are plotted
as fun tions of their CM momenta for ~ ! uds for (a) two di erent neutralino masses
(Snowmass points 1a and 1b), and (b) omparison between Pythia and Herwig for a
96 GeV neutralino.
As expe ted, one observes a mu h sharper peaking towards low momenta for the jun tion baryon distributions as ompared to the ordinary baryon distributions in Fig. 17a.
Also, note that this peaking does not depend on whether the neutralino is light or heavy.
A heavier neutralino gives rise to longer strings, i.e. larger momenta and higher multipli ities, as an be seen by the shift in shape and normalization of the ordinary baryon
momentum distribution, but this does not signi antly a e t how mu h energy will eventually be available to form the jun tion baryon. The slight hardening of the jun tion
baryon momentum for a higher neutralino mass is attributable to the in reased phase
spa e for perturbative gluon emission, whi h gives the jun tion a slightly higher average
velo ity in the neutralino rest frame.
In Fig. 17b we ompare with the Herwig implementation. Of ourse, Herwig does
not have jun tions and so no jun tion baryons per se, but it is nonetheless possible in most
ases to tra e the BNV-asso iated baryon number, via a luster with non-vanishing baryon
number, to a spe i nal-state baryon. And so, with a slight abuse of nomen lature, we
term this baryon the Herwig \jun tion baryon". Naturally, both programs produ e only
one jun tion baryon per de ay. However, as shown in Fig. 17b, the Herwig fragmentation
produ es 1.1 ordinary baryons more, on the average, than does Pythia. Interpreted as
a systemati un ertainty on the baryon multipli ity in fragmentation, this di eren e is
disturbingly large. However, when omparing with the LEP experimental value at the Z0
peak, hnpiLEP = 0:98  0:1 [15℄ protons per event (neutrons not being measured), default
Pythia with its 1.2 protons per event omes loser than default Herwig with its 1.5.
Presumably a better tuning to LEP than o ered by the defaults would also redu e the
di eren e seen in neutralino de ays.
The di eren e in the des ription of the jun tion baryon should persist, however.
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Figure 17: CM momentum distributions in the de ay of a 96 GeV neutralino for
jun tion (full line) and ordinary (dashed line) baryons (a) as ompared to the de ay
of a heavier neutralino (dot dashed and dotted line for jun tion and ordinary baryons
respe tively), and (b) as ompared to the same pro ess in Herwig (dot dashed and
dotted line for jun tion and ordinary baryons respe tively).
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Figure 18: Proton (+antiproton) CM-frame momentum spe trum normalized to the
harged pion one. Distributions are shown for 96 GeV neutralino de ays to light
quarks (jun tion and non-jun tion proton ontributions shown separately) and for
two ases of ordinary qq fragmentation, one ( rosses) where the total CM energy
is the neutralino mass and one ( ir les) where it is only 32 m~ , in order to make the
energies of ea h pie e of string equal.
In Herwig there is no parti ular reason why this baryon should be slower than other
baryons, and this results in a distribution for jun tion baryons whi h looks more or less
the same as that for ordinary baryons, a situation quite at ontrast to the shape of the
jun tion baryon spe trum predi ted by the model presented here, f. Fig. 17b. This means
that the Herwig model o ers less hope to nd dire t eviden e for the o urren e of BNV.
We believe, however, that this model is unrealisti , being awed by an underestimated
shower a tivity in ombination with an unphysi al des ription of the fragmentation of the
baryon luster, as explained above in se tion 5.2.
When omparing baryon rates between physi al pro esses, di eren es in the overall
multipli ity may onfuse the issue. For instan e, a ~ ! qqq de ay should have a larger
multipli ity and softer fragmentation spe tra than a  =Z ! qq de ay of the same mass,
sin e the total energy is shared between more strings. A de ay to two gluons, su h as
h0 ! gg, would have an even larger multipli ity, owing to the gluon energy being shared
between two strings and, by the same olour harge argument, also radiating more in
the perturbative phase. A more realisti measure is the fra tion of (anti)protons among
harged parti les, where the issue of overall multipli ity divides out, and quark and gluon
jets of di erent energies give almost identi al results at low momenta. In Fig. 18 we show
the ratio of proton to pion momentum spe tra, whi h is basi ally equivalent with the
above. (In lusion of kaons along with the pions would not a e t the relative di eren e
between s enarios.) The mass di eren es and de ay patterns give a softer pion than
proton spe trum, and therefore a rising p= ratio. In the neutralino de ay, the signi ant
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Figure 19: CM momentum distributions in the de ay of a 96 GeV neutralino for
primary hadrons (Pythia full lines, Herwig dot-dashed) and nal state hadrons
(Pythia dashed lines, Herwig dotted). At the bottom left, the mean primary
hadron momenta are shown for ea h of the two programs.
enhan ement aused by the jun tion baryon ontribution is again visible. It is noteworthy
that the ase of a qq (or gg) de ay gives a ratio intermediate to the ones in the qqq
de ay without and with the jun tion baryon in luded. The explanation is that the lowmomentum region in the qqq topology is depleted from normal baryon produ tion by the
presen e of the jun tion baryon. Unfortunately, this means experimental signals are not
quite as dramati as might have been wished for, as we shall see.
5.4

Generi

event properties

We now turn our attention to a omparison of the expe ted overall event features between
Pythia and Herwig, spe i ally as hara terized by the fragmentation spe tra and the
multipli ity distributions for harged hadrons.
In Fig. 19 we show the hadroni fragmentation spe tra produ ed by the de ay ~ ! uds.
With \primary hadrons" and \ nal state hadrons" we understand hadrons produ ed in
the fragmentation of the strings, before and after de ays take pla e, respe tively. There
is good agreement, with slightly smaller primary hadron momenta being produ ed by
Herwig as ompared to Pythia.
In Fig. 20 is ompared the multipli ities of harged hadrons as produ ed by Pythia
and Herwig. An average di eren e of almost 2 harged hadrons an be observed. When
performing the same omparison for the LEP1 pro ess e+e ! hadrons, where hn hiLEP =
20:92  0:24 [15℄, the Pythia 21.0 and Herwig 20.1 values also di er. This mistuning
partly explains the di eren e for neutralino de ay between the two programs. One should
remember that the two hadronization models for this kind of on gurations are quite
di erent from the respe tive des ription of Z0 de ay, however, so there is no strong reason
for the two programs to agree, neither with ea h other nor with the Z0 numbers.
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Consider e.g. the simple string model, whi h predi ts a logarithmi in rease of the
multipli ity with jet energy, hni / log(E=m0 ), where m0 is some typi al hadroni mass
s ale of order 1 GeV. Taking LEP events to onsist of two jets with half the energy ea h,
and neutralino de ays to be three jets with a third ea h, the above LEP1 multipli ity
would translate into something like 28 harged parti les per neutralino de ay. That the
programs predi t multipli ities mu h below this indi ates the importan e of the details of
the event des ription.
5.5

Alternative string topologies

Until now, we have onsidered only neutralino de ay, sin e most of the salient features of
our model stand out more learly in this ase. Nevertheless, in regions of SUSY parameter
spa e where the BNV ouplings are either larger than the gauge ouplings, or where the
gauge de ays of the lowest-lying squark mass eigenstate are kinemati ally suppressed or
forbidden, a spe ial situation arises: the dire t 2-body BNV de ays listed in se tion 2
dominate for the lowest-lying squark mass eigenstate. This gives us a unique han e to
study the more exoti string topologies dis ussed in se tion 4.5: jun tion{jun tion strings
and jun tion{jun tion annihilation.
To quantify, we here take a generi \light+ stop" SUSY spe trum, Snowmass point 5,
with m~t = 220 GeV, and the de ay ~t1 ! ~1 b kinemati ally ina essible. Sin e we wish
spe i ally to study 2-jun tion and 0-jun tion topologies, we assume third generation
BNV ouplings of order 0.1 or larger, so that the stop lifetime, f. eq. (14), is suÆ iently
small that string breaks between the stops will not normally o ur before de ay. Furthermore, we require that the stops be produ ed in an overall olour-singlet state, so
1
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Figure 21: Jet rates for the pro ess e+ e ! ~t1(! ds)~t1(! ds) at 800 GeV CM
energy, as fun tions of yD, for three stages of the event generation: lustering only
of the primary ~t1~t1 de ay produ ts (dotted urves), lustering after showering but
before hadronization (dashed urves), and lustering after full event generation (solid
urves).
that their de ays, leaving out the possibility of olour re onne tions in the nal state, are
olour- onne ted to ea h other. This will generally not be the ase at hadron olliders
sin e, in pro esses like gg ! ~t1~t1 , ea h stop inherits its olour from a parton in the initial
state rather than from the other stop.
Consequently, we onsider the pro ess e+ e ! ~t1~t1, with the stops de aying to light
quarks, ~t1 ! ds. Again, di eren es with respe t to the Herwig implementation exist,
but sin e we expe t the main part of these to be overed already by the dis ussion in the
pre eding subse tion, we do not perform expli it omparisons here. SuÆ e it to note that
the hadronization model for BNV squark de ays adopted in Herwig roughly parallels
that of Pythia with only 0-jun tion on gurations.
As was observed in subse tion 4.5, the probability for two onne ted jun tions to
annihilate is almost unity lose to threshold in our model. To ensure that the ase
where we let the hoi e between a 0-jun tion and a 2-jun tion topology be determined
dynami ally, i.e. by eqs. (20){(23), indeed does di er from the pure 0-jun tion ase, we
hoose a CM energy somewhat above threshold. For Snowmass point 5, the threshold
is 2m~t = 440 GeV, thus a CM energy of 800 GeV is appropriate. This results in a
jun tion{jun tion annihilation rate of about 0.6, f. Fig. 8.
We again begin by onsidering the jet rates, for the spe i pro ess e+e ! ~t1(!
ds)~t1(! ds) at 800 GeV CM energy. The jet lustering is performed using a Durham
algorithm in the e+e CM frame, yet sin e we here make the simpli ation of negle ting
initial-state radiation and beamstrahlung, this frame is identi al to the ~t1~t1 CM. Note
that this frame need not generally oin ide with the ~t1~t1 CM at de ay time, due to the
possibility of the stop pair emitting nal-state radiation.
In Fig. 21 we show the jet rates for dynami al sele tion between 2-jun tion and 0jun tion topologies, as fun tions of yD. To tra e the evolution of the event, we plot the
rates for initial de ay (dotted urves), after parton shower (dashed urves), and after
hadronization (solid urves).
Sin e ea h stop de ays to a 2-body nal state, we obtain four jets at leading order. As
1
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Figure 22: Jet rates for the pro ess e+ e ! ~t1(! ds)~t1(! ds) at 800 GeV CM
energy, as fun tions of yD, for three hoi es of string topology: mixed 0-jun tion
and 2-jun tion (solid urves), 2-jun tion only (dotted urves), and 0-jun tion only
(dashed urves).
an be observed from the dotted urves in Fig. 21, the initial de ay daughters are a tually
lustered to fewer than 4 jets for a non-negligible fra tion of the events down to quite low
values of yD, this due to asymmetri de ays ausing two daughters to end up lose to ea h
other and so be lustered to one jet rather than two.
The question now arises to what extent, if any, the hoi e of string topology a e ts the
jet rates. To study this, in Fig. 22 we replot the solid urves of Fig. 21 together with the
two extreme ases where all events are for ed to be either of the 2-jun tion (dotted urves)
or the 0-jun tion (dashed) type. Note that the latter sample has a small ontamination
of 2-jun tion events, from perturbative breakups in the ~t1~t1 shower. As an readily be
observed, the urves are identi al to a high pre ision, bearing witness to the absen e of
any resolvable stru tural di eren e between the topologies, at least for the yD ranges and
jet numbers we found it meaningful to in lude in the analysis.
We thus do not believe that these semi-in lusive observables ould be used e.g. to measure the jun tion{jun tion annihilation rate. We return to the issue of whether ex lusive
quantities an do a better job in the more experimentally oriented study in subse tion
6.3.
6 Experimental tests
In this se tion we present some semi-realisti studies on how baryon number violation
ould be pinned down experimentally. We do not propose to re apitulate the extensive
experien e on SUSY sear h strategies, with likelihood te hniques or a su ession of uts
and sideband subtra tion pro edures, required to isolate signals relative to ba kgrounds
for di erent SUSY parameter sets. Rather, we assume that a signal has already been found
in multijet nal states, with bumps in the two- or three-jet invariant mass distributions
onsistent with the presen e of new parti les. The key issue is then whether this is
eviden e for SUSY with BNV or for some ompletely other physi s signal. The de ision
is likely to be based on a ombination of di erent pie es of information, but a ru ial
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one would be to nd the baryon asso iated with the BNV itself. This is not possible on
an event-by-event basis, owing to the ba kground of normal baryon produ tion and the
non-identi ation of neutrons. What we an aim for is then to demonstrate the existen e
of a statisti ally signi ant ex ess (or not) of baryon produ tion in the momentum region
predi ted by our model.
This kind of demonstration will most likely be beyond the rea h of the Tevatron;
therep
fore in the following we on entrate on an LHC s enario with pp ollisions at s = 14 TeV.
We take a rude representation of the ATLAS tra king and alorimetry apabilities (des ribed below) to be suÆ iently detailed for the kind of analysis we will onsider, spe i ally whether an ex ess of protons a la Fig. 18 an still be seen for fully generated events
in a semi-realisti dete tor environment.
Of ourse, a similar exer ise ould have been performed for CMS but, at our level of
detail, we expe t the di eren es between the two experiments to be of negligible onsequen e. The ex eption would be baryon identi ation strategies, see below.
With respe t to the prospe ts at linear olliders, the omparatively lean environment
and high luminosity imply that studies similar to the ones presented here would be easier
to arry out, although they would obviously have to wait for su h a fa ility to be built.
Therefore, we onstrain our attention in this dire tion to one spe ial ase, that of olouronne ted BNV ~t1~t1 de ays, whi h we expe t to be nigh impossible to study with hadron
olliders.
6.1

Dete tor layout and a

eptan e

Based primarily on the ATLAS physi s TDR [40℄, we assume a alorimeter that overs
the region jj < 5 in pseudorapidity and 0 <  < 2 in azimuth, with a granularity of
   = 0:1  0:1. This reprodu es the expe ted ATLAS alorimeter granularity at
mid-rapidity, but overestimates it at large rapidities. Smearing due to nite resolution
e e ts has not been simulated.
For p and  re onstru tion and identi ation
we use the region jj < 2, well inside the overage of the ATLAS and CMS tra ker
systems. Inside this region, all harged hadrons with p? > 1 GeV are re onstru ted. This
is somewhat more optimisti than what would be possible in the real world. Parti les
with p? < 1 GeV predominantly ome from the underlying event, so the p? ut redu es
the study to parti les asso iated with the hard physi s of the event.
Ideally, we would like to identify all harged hadrons in the above region, with omplete
separation between the p signal and the  and K ba kground. In reality this will never
be possible. Neither ATLAS nor CMS has yet arried through detailed dete tor simulation
of their proton identi ation performan e. Our physi s s enario may represent the rst
example where this apability is relevant in the study of physi s beyond the Standard
Model, and so ould o er a onvenient target for future dete tor studies. (QCD physi s
obviously provides several reasons to have this apability, one of whi h will be mentioned
later.) In the meantime we exemplify what ould be possible.
The onservative approa h is to restri t the sear h to the 0 ! p+ hannel whi h,
due to its two harged tra ks from a displa ed vertex and narrow mass peak, o ers a
reasonably lean signal. This hannel also has the advantage that it doesn't ut down the
statisti s mu h: the avour omposition of fragmentation in e+e annihilation is measured
to give N =Np  0:4 [41℄ and the bran hing ratio of 0 to p+  is about 60% [41℄, so
about one in every four protons omes from a 0 de ay to p+ . Sin e the proton inherits
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Proton and pion re onstru tion.

0

most of the momentum in the 0 de ay, the proton plots shown below would also apply
for 0, with minor modi ations.
Nevertheless, one may aggressively assume some proton identi ation apability, to
augment the statisti s from the 0 de ay, and maybe also to lean up this signal from
the K0S ! + ba kground. For ATLAS, harged hadron identi ation is not a prime
obje tive for the Inner Dete tor, but the ionization loss, dE /dx, in the Transition Radiation Tra ker gives enough information to separate protons from pions by more than 1
in the momentum range 3 GeV . p . 20 GeV [40℄. However, the K=p separation is
very poor even in this range, so an analysis purely based on this apability will ontain a
non-vanishing misidenti ation ba kground. Calorimetry provides auxiliary information,
espe ially for antiprotons, whi h release an additional GeV of energy by their annihilation. This should be noti eable, at least for antiprotons stopping in the ele tromagneti
alorimeter. For protons the mismat h between energy and momentum goes in the other
dire tion and is smaller. We note that the hadrons dis ussed here are not ones found in
the ore of jets, and anyway have so low momenta that they are signi antly de e ted by
the magneti eld. Therefore they are likely to be isolated in the alorimeter.
The possibility to use dE /dx in the CMS sili on tra ker is still under study, but in
any ase the tra ker has only a few sampling points, and so limited apability in this
respe t. On the other hand, there is onsiderable empty spa e between the sili on layers.
Therefore one an imagine to install a time-of- ight system at some future date. This
would allow good proton identi ation in the lower part of the interesting momentum
range. As above, alorimetry ould be used to identify some of the antiprotons.
We use a one algorithmpover the full du ial volume of the
alorimeter, jj < 5, with a one size of R = 2 + 2 = 0:4 and a minimum
jet seed energy of 5 GeV. Re onstru ted jets with a transverse energy below 25 GeV are
not used in the further analysis. No jet energy re alibration pro edure has been applied.

Jet re onstru tion.

6.2

Physi s

uts

As mentioned above, we assume that a relatively lean sample of SUSY events has been
isolated before the present analysis is applied, hen e we do not study SM ba kgrounds.
The event sample thus onsists of a general SUSY simulation for our referen e point,
Snowmass point 1a [36℄, in luding all SUSY pro esses urrently implemented in Pythia.
Most of these, however, are suppressed at hadron olliders so that the ross se tion is
dominated by gluino and squark produ tion. We on entrate on the ase where the BNV
ouplings are smaller than the gauge ouplings, thus sparti les will only use the BNV
hannels as a \last resort". That is, the ordinary MSSM pattern of as ade de ays will
persist, with the modi ation that the LSP de ays. Assuming that the lightest neutralino
is the LSP, we are thus looking at events of the type:
2(q=g) ! 2(~q0=g~) ! 2(q00 =g)(+X ) + 2(~01) ! 2(q00 =g)(+X ) + 2(qiqj qk ); (24)
where the two initial partons ome from the beam protons and X signi es what, if anything, is split o in the as ades besides the neutralinos. Sin e the neutralinos are not
olour onne ted to the rest of the event, we note that this type of event is nothing but
an ordinary R- onserving MSSM as ade event with the missing energy transformed into
two separate ~01 de ays.
For su h events, about 25% of the jun tion protons lies within the dete tor a eptan e.
Without any further uts, the equivalent of Fig. 18 looks as depi ted in Fig. 23. A rather
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Figure 23: Re onstru ted p? spe trum for the ratio of protons to harged pions in
a simple s an over the dete tor volume.
depressing result, of ourse due to the many protons whi h originate exterior to the
neutralino de ay itself, and to the fa t that we are looking at momenta in the CM of the
original ollision rather than in the CM of the neutralino.
However, it is possible to do mu h better by pla ing uts designed to identify the
3 jets from ea h of the ~01 de ays, re onstru ting the presumed ~01 CM and looking for
low-momentum protons in that frame. In prin iple, it would be even better to attempt to
re onstru t the jun tion rest frame itself, based on the dire tions of the three jets. Here,
we note that for well separated jets, as seen in the neutralino CM, the jun tion rest frame
is at any rate losely approximated by the CM frame, and so in this preliminary study
we ontent ourselves with working in the 3-jet CM.
We use two di erent strategies to identify the neutralino de ay jets. The rst, blind
3-jet re onstru tion, probably does worse than what ould be done with more elaborately
designed uts, and the se ond, optimized 3-jet re onstru tion, probably errs on the side of
too optimisti results. Thus, the a tual experimental result should lie somewhere between
these two extremes.
6.2.1

Blind 3-jet re onstru tion

We term this analysis \blind" sin e we assume no a priori \divine knowledge" of whi h
jets are the orre t ones et . Thus, we use a sele tion of uts to attempt to identify the
neutralino de ay jets as pre isely as possible, then re onstru t the presumed neutralino
CM and look for low-momentum parti les there. Sin e our uts have not been through
a long, rigourous optimization pro edure, it is likely that we err on the low side of what
ould be done with better optimized uts.
Note also that our uts rely to some extent on features spe i to the SUSY s enario
we use (Snowmass point 1a), but they should produ e a eptable results for any s enario
that shares its general features: a neutralino LSP and a rather light sparti le spe trum
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with a relatively large gap between the squarks (and the gluino) and the LSP.
With this type of spe trum, the squark/gluino de ays release mu h kineti energy,
giving rise to generally high-p? neutralinos. Sin e the ~01 mass itself is small in omparison,
its three de ay jets always o upy a relatively small total region of the dete tor. These
two onsiderations form the ba kbone of our uts. In de ays like ~01 ! sb, one ould
furthermore require heavy-quark tagged jets, but we do not rely on su h extra information
here.
To quantify, we sele t events with 8 or more re onstru ted jets and in those look for
systems of 3 jets whi h have a total p3j? > 200 GeV. The measure we use for how far the
three jets are from ea h other in the dete tor is the maximal jet{jet R distan e:
Rjjmax = Max(Rj j ; Rj j ; Rj j )
(25)
where ji stands for the i'th jet in the andidate 3-jet system. We impose a ut requiring
Rjjmax < 0:8. Sin e we use a one size of R = 0:4, this ut translates into looking
for 3 jets whi h overlap or just tou h ea h other. The details of how the energy in
the overlapping regions is assigned to the ea h of the overlapping jets depends on the
parti ular jet algorithm used. However, as long as double ounting is avoided, we do
not expe t these details to in uen e our analysis; ideally, the CM of the 3 jets should be
invariant to hanges in the sharing of energy between its 3 onstituent jets.
To further bring down the ombinatori s, we require that none of the 2-jet pairs in
the 3-jet on guration have an invariant mass lose to or larger than the neutralino mass.
Assuming that this is already known to some pre ision, we reje t andidate 3-jet systems
where any pair of jets has a mass larger than 90 GeV. Of the remaining andidate 3-jet
systems, we sele t those whi h re onstru t to the neutralino mass 10 GeV.
For ea h of these 3-jet systems we sear h for andidate jun tion protons within the
dete tor a eptan e des ribed above. We he k whether there are any (anti)protons within
Rp3j < 0:5 of the 3-jet system momentum dire tion. Any su h protons are a epted
as andidate jun tion protons. About 5% of the jun tion protons within the dete tor
a eptan e survive these uts. The orresponding number for the non-jun tion protons is
0.2%.
The interesting quantity now is the momenta of these protons in the 3-jet system CM
frame, our rst approximation of the jun tion rest frame. As has been argued above,
we expe t that the real jun tion protons will exhibit a softer momentum spe trum in
this frame than will be the ase for non-jun tion protons. Thus, we expe t that the
enri hment of the sample by jun tion protons should be largest for small proton momenta
in the re onstru ted neutralino CM. Results are depi ted in Fig. 24.
The situation has improved noti eably over the one in Fig. 23, but there is still a lot
of non-jun tion protons at small p? whi h, as we shall see in the next subse tion, may be
further redu ed by redu ing the ombinatorial ba kground, i.e. by having a more pre ise
identi ation of the orre t neutralino de ay jets.
1 2

6.2.2

2 3

3 1

Optimized 3-jet re onstru tion

We now assume that a nearly perfe t neutralino de ay jet identi ation an be performed,
by applying some sele tion of uts, the details of whi h are not interesting here. Rather,
we mimi the e e ts of su h optimized uts by using the event generator information.
For ea h of the neutralino daughters, we sele t that jet whi h lies losest in p~? and
use only those jets for re onstru ting the presumed ~01 CM's. The ombinatori s are thus
brought down to very low levels. One te hni ality involved is how we deal with situations
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Figure 24: Re onstru ted proton momentum spe trum in the 3-jet CM frame for
the \blind" neutralino de ay jet identi ation.
where one jet turns out to be the losest in ~p? to more than one of the neutralino daughters.
This situation an arise for instan e if those two daughters were suÆ iently lose together
to be lustered to a single jet, or if one of the daughters produ ed a jet that lies outside
the a tive alorimetry range. Su h systems are not in luded in the analysis.
For ea h a epted 3-jet system we sear h for andidate jun tion protons and harged
pions in exa tly the same manner as for the blind analysis. Only 1% of the jun tion
protons within the dete tor a eptan e survive, still with a ontamination of about 0.2%
of the non-jun tion protons, but the jun tion proton distribution is now more sharply
peaked towards low momenta (in the 3-jet CM frame) and the non-jun tion protons are
found at higher momenta.
The distribution of proton to pion ratios as a fun tion of p in the 3-jet system CM
frame is shown in Fig. 25. A noti eable improvement of the ratio of jun tion protons to
non-jun tion protons an be seen in the region below  1 GeV. For the blind analysis,
f. Fig. 24, this ratio was about 2. The orresponding number for Fig. 25 is loser to 4,
approximately the same fa tor as for the isolated neutralino de ay, Fig. 18.
We thus on lude that even with all the surrounding a tivity in fully generated pp
ollisions, it is possible, with a good jet sele tion, to arrive at a proton sample of almost
the same purity as for the ase of isolated de ay. It should be remembered, though, that
we are not here talking about an ex ess of protons of a fa tor of 4, sin e the division into
jun tion baryons and non-jun tion baryons is not an experimental observable. What is
expe ted from ordinary qq fragmentation is represented in Fig. 18 by ir les and rosshairs,
and we see that relative to this number, the ex ess is only about a fa tor 1.5. We note that
one does not have to rely on a Monte Carlo estimate of the proton to pion ratio. A study
of referen e ba kground samples, of multijet events in on gurations not signi antly
ontaminated by SUSY events, will allow an absolute determination of the proton fra tion
from data. We therefore believe that even su h a modest di eren e as a 50% enri hment
should be learly visible, given enough statisti s.
Note that the rate of baryon produ tion in high-energy ollisions o ers one puzzling
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Figure 25: Re onstru ted proton spe trum in the 3-jet CM frame for the \optimized"
neutralino de ay jet identi ation.
outstanding problem in our understanding of QCD: why are fewer kaons and protons
produ ed in ep/ p events than in e+ e ones? This problem has been with us sin e
several years [42℄, and has been re on rmed by re ent HERA studies [43℄. One possible
explanation is the `quiet string s enario' [42℄, namely that soft gluon emission around
the perturbative{nonperturbative border is less profuse in ep/ p events, where only part
of the event feels a hard s ale, than in e+ e ones, where the whole event derives from
a hard-s ale pro ess. The string would then be less `wrinkled' in the former ase than
the latter, thus have a smaller e e tive string tension, and thereby a lesser produ tion of
heavier parti les. This is very spe ulative, however, and having to give up jet universality
would be un omfortable, to say the least. One possible test in Deeply Inelasti S attering
would be a omparison of the urrent hemisphere in the Breit frame with the rest of the
event. It is also unknown whether Tevatron ollider events more resemble LEP or HERA
ones in this respe t. In the quiet string s enario, one would expe t parti les asso iated
with the perturbative jets, i.e. the parti les we have studied, to resemble LEP, while the
underlying event again ould be quieter and therefore also ontain fewer baryons. The
older UA5 measurements on K0S [44℄ do not indi ate any problem for the standard string
model [32℄. Hopefully the issue will be settled well before a study of observed potential
BNV events is initiated.
6.3

BNV two-body de ays

We now follow up the dis ussion in subse tion 5.5, onsidering the pro ess e+e ! ~t1(!
ds)~t1(! ds) for a linear ollider, TESLA or the NLC/JLC, using the mSUGRA parameters
of Snowmass point 5 to represent a generi \light stop" s enario. Although the 220 GeV
stop mass of this ben hmark point is small enough to allow pair-produ tion at 500 GeV,
the amount of jun tion{jun tion annihilation depends strongly on the stop boost, meaning
that essentially no jun tions would survive at CM energies lose to threshold in our
preferred stringlength-minimization s enario. Thus, to in rease the 2-jun tion rate, and
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also to get a higher total produ tion ross se tion, we are lead to onsider an 800 GeV
option. Note that if the BNV ouplings are small, we expe t string breaks between the
stops to o ur before de ay. Su h breaks would sever the onne tion in olour spa e
between the two jun tions and thus e e tively eliminate the possibility of obtaining 0jun tion topologies.
At the hosen CM energy, the stop boost ~t = E~t=m~t = ECM=2m~t 1.8, making
us expe t that, in the ase of large BNV ouplings, about 40% of the jun tion{jun tion
systems survive to give rise to jun tion baryons, f. Fig. 8. The remaining 60% of the
events presumably represent a more or less irredu ible ba kground to our sear h, sin e
they ontain no signal (jun tion) baryons and only di er from the signal events at the
hadronization level, f. Fig. 22 and the dis ussion there. Of ourse, on e BNV is established, also the rate of jun tion annihilation by itself ould o er interesting information
on QCD.
Similarly to the LHC study, we assume that a lean sample of ~t1~t1 events has been
isolated, so that SM as well SUSY ba kgrounds an be negle ted. A further simpli ation
we make is to disregard the e e ts of brems- and beam-strahlung in the initial state,
mostly sin e the latter depends sensitively on the beam parameters and we do not wish
to be ome too ma hine-spe i at this stage.
So as not to be ompletely unrealisti in regard to dete tor a eptan e, we ignore all
parti les loser than 5Æ to the beam pipe and re onstru t only harged parti les whi h
have p? > 0:5 GeV. Beyond these rude uts, no e ort is made to simulate dete tor
e e ts. For jet re onstru tion we use Durham yD = 10 2:5  0:003. This results in about
65% 4-jet events, 20% 5-jets, and 10% 3-jets for the pro ess onsidered. Naturally, the
events with more than 4 jets are those whi h involve emissions of hard gluons. This means
partly that we are fa ing a larger ombinatori s, and partly that we are less ertain in
whi h dire tion the jun tions went and hen e in whi h dire tion to look for the jun tion
protons. For the 3-jet events, two of the original four jets have ended up very lose to ea h
other. With a smaller yD those jets might be resolved, but it is not lear that mu h ould
be gained by this. Thus, all but the 4-jet events are removed from the further analysis.
We begin by simply performing a proton- ount within the dete tor a eptan e, normalizing to the harged pion multipli ity, as we did for the LHC study. The result, shown
in Fig. 26, is markedly better than for the LHC ase, Fig. 23, hie y due to the leaner environment and that we now go down to p? = 0:5 GeV. Even though, in Fig. 26a, we have
only a 40% rate of 2-jun tion on gurations, about 30% of the protons below 1.5 GeV
are jun tion protons. This should be ompared with Fig. 26b, where we have turned o
jun tion{jun tion annihilation.
Fortunately, it is again possible to purify the sample somewhat more. First, we identify
whi h of the 3 possible pair-by-pair ombinations of the four jets is most onsistent with
both pairs having the invariant mass of the ~t1, by sele ting the on guration with the
smallest value of M  jmij m~t j + jmkl m~t j.
The mass distributions of the pairs thus sele ted are shown in Fig. 27 for dynami ally
mixed (default) 2-jun tion and 0-jun tion topologies (solid urve), for 2-jun tion topologies in all events (dotted urve), and for 0-jun tion topologies in all events (dot-dashed
urve). As before, note that the latter sample has a small ontamination of 2-jun tion
events, from perturbative breakups in the ~t1~t1 shower. All the distributions are shifted a
few GeV towards larger masses, relative to the nominal ~t1 mass, but the 0-jun tion topologies are shifted a bit more and have a wider distribution ompared to the 2-jun tion ones.
The shift of the peaks is due to a string e e t: the fa t that either one jun tion{jun tion
string or two qq strings are spanning the range between the two jet systems in reases the
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Figure 26: Re onstru ted momentum spe trum for the ratio of protons to harged
pions in a simple s an over the dete tor volume: (a) mixed 2-jun tion and 0-jun tion
topologies and (b) pure 2-jun tion topologies.

hadroni multipli ity in this region. In the former topology, all the hadrons produ ed in a
jun tion{jun tion string add mass to whi hever stop they are lustered with. (The energy
of these hadrons is taken from the kineti energy of the stops, whi h are slowed down orrespondingly.) In the latter topology, the two separately hadronizing qq systems produ e
even more extra soft parti les in between the ~t1 and ~t1 jets. Also note that this skews
the re onstru ted jet dire tions away from the original parton dire tions, towards larger
opening angles, whi h is an alternative way of expressing that the jet{jet pairs end up
having invariant masses slightly above the a tual resonan e mass. In events with multiple
gluon emissions in the ~t1~t1 system | few to begin with and further redu ed by our uts
| the zig-zag pattern illustrated in Fig. 7b further tends to favour large string lengths
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Figure 27: Re onstru ted jet{jet mass spe trum. The distributions are normalized
so as to integrate to the 4-jet rates.
and thereby large mass shifts in the 0-jun tion on guration. It is important to remember that the bulk of the parti le produ tion is asso iated with the four (anti)quark jet
dire tions, however, and what we dis uss here are smaller perturbations on this pi ture.
To summarize, we do not expe t that a double peak, one from the 2-jun tion topologies
and another from the 0-jun tion ones, will be visible in the jet{jet mass spe trum, but we
do expe t a small enri hment of 2-jun tion topologies on the low side of the peak relative
to the high side of it. Therefore we impose a slightly asymmetri ut on the jet{jet masses,
m~t 10 GeV < Mij < m~t +5 GeV. Note that both jet{jet pairs in an event are required
to pass this ut, or the event is reje ted, this mainly to ensure that both sides of the event
are well re onstru ted.
Having thus redu ed the ombinatori s, it is a matter of simple kinemati s to show
that the two daughters from ea h stop de ay will be separated by more than 60Æ at the
800 GeV CM energy. Adding parton showers and hadronization e e ts will not hange
this limit appre iably, and so we pla e a ut requiring jet pair opening angles larger than
60Æ. Larger opening angles, from asymmetri de ays and/or slowed-down stops, tend to
favour the 0-jun tion topologies, i.e. give less signal. Therefore, and sin e we aim to look
for jun tion protons between the two daughter jets, we require a maximal jet{jet opening
angle of 120Æ.
For the remaining jet{jet pairs, we may now safely presume that the jun tion baryon,
if there is one, is predominantly travelling in roughly the same dire tion as the stop did,
in between the two daughter jets. To measure how mu h \in between" two jets a parti le
is, we onstru t
s
2 
2
1
2

2

pj
pj
^pj j = p
(26)
2 j j 1 + j j 1 ;
where pji is the angle between jet i and the parti le in question, and j j is the inter-jet
angle. The measure is onstru ted so as to have the value ^ = 0 when a parti le is lying
exa tly between the two jets and ^ = 1 when a parti le is exa tly aligned with one or
the other of the jet dire tions. Note that pj + pj  j j , where the equality holds for
parti les lying between the two jets and in the plane de ned by the jet dire tions.
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Figure 28: Distributions in ^pj j of jun tion protons for dynami ally mixed (default)
2-jun tion and 0-jun tion topologies (solid lines), 2-jun tion only (dotted lines),
and 0-jun tion only (dash-dotted lines). The dashed histogram represents the nonjun tion protons. These are only shown for the default ase, the non-default spe tra
being very similar.
1 2

In Fig. 28 we show the distributions of jun tion protons and ordinary protons in this
variable for events passing the previous uts. Note that the jun tion proton distributions,
even for the pure 2-jun tion topologies, do not integrate to 2 over the ^ range shown
on the plot. This owes to the simple fa ts that many jun tion protons are irretrievably
lost by the p?  0:5 GeV ut we imposed above and that a non-vanishing fra tion of
them have ^pj j > 1. The logarithmi s ale on the plot is alled for by the very strong
peaking of the non-jun tion proton spe trum towards the jet axes. We observe that
the shape of the jun tion proton spe trum is rather at, independently of whether we
allow jun tion{jun tion annihilation or not, although the normalization of ourse hanges.
When jun tion{jun tion annihilation is for ed (dot-dashed urve), only those jun tions
whi h are separated by g ! qq splittings in the as ades of the ~t1~t1 system survive after
hadronization, hen e extremely few jun tion protons are produ ed. We impose a ut
requiring ^pjijj < 0:5, thereby leaning out most of the jet-asso iated protons.
Furthermore, we may use the fa t that the jun tion proton momentum spe trum is
most strongly peaked in the jun tion rest frame (JRF), f. Fig. 17. Analogously to what
we did for the LHC study, we therefore onstru t an approximate JRF for ea h jet pair, in
ea h ase using the linear ombination of the momenta of the opposing pair as the \third
leg". In luding the above-mentioned uts, this results in the multipli ity distribution
Fig. 29a, now with about 60% of the protons below 1 GeV being jun tion protons. A
rough estimate is that this orresponds to about 50 jun tion protons per 100 fb 1 of
integrated luminosity. With jun tion{jun tion annihilation turned o , the distribution
hanges to that of Fig. 29b, with about 80% of the protons below 1 GeV being jun tion
protons, orresponding to more than 100 jun tion protons per 100 fb 1 .
Thus, for the pro ess and SUSY s enario onsidered here, small BNV ouplings substantially in rease the possibility of dire tly dete ting the extra (anti)baryons.
Going further and establishing the absolute rate of jun tion protons per ~t1~t1 event, with
the BNV bran hing fra tions known, would obviously amount to a dire t measurement of
1 2
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Figure 29: Re onstru ted momentum spe trum in the approximated jun tion rest
frame for the ratio of protons to harged pions: (a) dynami ally mixed (default)
2-jun tion and 0-jun tion topologies and (b) 2-jun tion topologies only.
the jun tion{jun tion annhilation rate. Su h a measurement would be interesting from a
QCD perspe tive, sin e it enables us to onfront the value predi ted by our model with an
experimental result. We therefore here also brie y dis uss an alternative way of measuring
this quantity.
In the 0-jun tion topology, with at least two strings spanning the rapidity region
between the stops, we here expe t a higher average multipli ity than for the 2-jun tion
ase, in whi h only one string spans this region. Navely then, the harged multipli ity
between the two jet pairs should be at least twi e as large for 0-jun tion topologies as
ompared to 2-jun tion ones. However, this drasti ally oversimpli es the true situation.
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Figure 30: Charged multipli ities of 0-jun tion topologies (dashed lines) and 2jun tion topologies (dotted lines) as fun tions of rapidity along the stop-antistop
thrust axis for (a) jj  120Æ and (b) jj  90Æ (all other uts are as for the jun tion
proton sear h). The ratios of the distributions are shown with solid lines.
Asymmetri de ays of the stops and the addition of parton showers will in general smear
the di eren e to a mu h lower fa tor, to the point where it be omes questionable whether
this method is at all feasible. To investigate, we sele t events passing the above-mentioned
uts and plot the harged multipli ity as a fun tion of the absolute value of the rapidity
with respe t to the stop{antistop momentum axis. The resulting rapidity distributions,
shown in Fig. 30a, only exhibit a negligible in rease in the ratio (dN0J =djyj)=(dN2J=djyj)
in the region jyj  0.
One reason for this is that the entral region is not free from jet a tivity. Spe i ally, if the de ay produ ts of one of the stops are aligned with the original dire tion of
motion of the stop, the ba kward jet will end up in the \wrong hemisphere". The most
extreme of these ases are already removed by the requirement of jet{jet opening angles
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smaller than 120Æ, as was imposed above, but this ut still leaves room for jet a tivity
in the mid-rapidity region. To lean out the worst of this ontamination, in Fig. 30b,
we have tightened the ut on maximal jet{jet opening angles to jj  90Æ. One noti es
that the average multipli ity in the entral region drops, and that the ratio between the
multipli ities in the two topologies in reases in this region. Ultimately, to get as little
ontamination from jet tails as possible in the entral region, one should go as lose as
possible to the kinemati limit, jj = 60Æ, where the rapiditity of all jets, with respe t
to the stop-antistop momentum axis, is jyj  1:3. The ne essary ompromise thus lies
between minimizing the jet ontamination in the entral region and obtaining suÆ ient
statisti s. For the present, we merely note that the entral multipli ity is sensitive to
the hoi e of string topology but that it will presumably be hard to use it for a pre ise
determination of the jun tion{jun tion annihilation rate.
7 Summary
The physi s s enario studied here may not be the most likely one. First we have to a ept
supersymmetry, then that R-parity is violated, and nally that it is baryon rather than
lepton number that is a e ted. Nevertheless, it is one possibility among many that should
be onsidered in studies of the high-energy frontier, and one that has maybe re eived less
attention than others of equal likelihood to be orre t.
In parti ular, it is important to know whether su h a s enario introdu es new spe ial
demands on dete tors. Obviously the whole normal artillery of jet re onstru tion and
mass peaks need to be brought to bear on the issue, in order to nd a signal for new
physi s. This may already be enough to favour some spe i s enarios, su h as BNV
SUSY. However, given that the unique aspe t of BNV is the reation of an additional
baryon or antibaryon, a dis overy of BNV SUSY would not be omplete without a lear
signal that indeed baryon number is violated.
Sin e baryons are produ ed also in normal hadronization pro esses, it will not be
feasible to asso iate one spe i baryon uniquely with the BNV pro ess, but only to
establish an ex ess of baryon produ tion. This ex ess will not be large enough to help us,
unless we know where to look, and thereby an redu e the ba kground noise level.
The string jun tion model we develop in this arti le o ers us the tools to do pre isely
that. The string on ept itself is the most su essful approa h we have to the des ription
of hadronization at high energies. The jun tion on ept is also well-established in the
literature, to des ribe baryon olour topologies and on nement aspe ts. It has never
before (to the best of our knowledge) been developed and implemented into a realisti
hadronization framework, however.
Armed with this detailed model, we an predi t where the baryon ex ess should be
found. In general, the jun tion baryon will have low momentum in the rest frame of
the pro ess that generates the BNV. For the spe i ase of neutralino or hargino BNV
de ay at LHC, we show how this translates into expli it predi tions. Typi ally we need
to impose some ut like p? > 1 GeV to get away from the bulk of the underlying event
a tivity, but beyond that the main demand is for a good p=p identi ation at rather low
momenta, i.e. a few GeV. Failing this, at least  tagging should be well developed.
We believe this to be the rst example where non-QCD physi s interests put pre ise
demands on baryon identi ation. Thereby it o ers an interesting test ase for further dete tor performan e studies. The spe i distributions we show for LHC are only intended
to \whet the appetite", and are in no way blueprints for a realisti analysis. Ba kground
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studies will be essential, not only in the sear h of a signal, but also to help alibrate
the normal rate of baryon produ tion. Espe ially dis on erting is here the experimental
indi ations of a di eren e in the baryon fra tion between di erent kinds of events, e.g. ep
vs. e+ e .
Studies ould also be performed for other ma hines. Unfortunately, it is doubtful
whether the Tevatron ould produ e enough BNV events to allow an analysis along the
lines we have in mind, given that no signs of SUSY have been seen so far. In ontrast,
BNV neutralino or hargino de ays at a future linear e+e ollider should be mu h leaner
and thereby simpler to analyse | one reason we have not onsidered it here. The diÆ ult
questions at su h a ollider ould rather ome in the analysis of BNV ~t~t events, where
the threshold region produ tion would allow two di erent event topologies, one with an
extra baryon{antibaryon pair and one without. We nd that the relative importan e of
these topologies may not be easy to pin down experimentally.
It an be questioned how unique the proposed jun tion hadronization framework is,
given that it is not based on any experimental tests to existing data. On the te hni al
level, ertainly a number of approximations and simpli ations have been introdu ed,
but we have demonstrated that the resulting un ertainties appear under ontrol. More
serious is the issue whether the whole ansatz as su h is what happens in Nature, and here
no guarantees an be given. What an be said its that there is urrently no alternative
approa h that looks anywhere near as redible.
One spe i example is here o ered by Herwig. This generator maps a three-quark
luster onto a quark{diquark one, whi h then is fragmented along a single axis. Sin e
the baryon luster mass typi ally is very large | in part a onsequen e of a low shower
a tivity in these events | the fragmentation an deform the event appre iably and, more
signi antly, ki k the baryon out to surprisingly large momenta.
That is not to say there is no room for improvement in our Pythia implementation.
We did not (yet) in lude the matrix-element information to give non-isotropi threebody BNV de ays, the BNV produ tion pro esses are not implemented at all, and our
shower des ription is not as sophisti ated as e.g. for Z0 ! qq de ays. Su h imperfe tions
ould in uen e estimates of the experimental a eptan e rate of BNV de ays. Given
all the other un ertainties at this stage of the game, one should not exaggerate their
importan e, however. On e SUSY is observed, with indi ations of BNV, further work
would be reasonable.
The development of a model for the hadronization of jun tion string topologies is not
only relevant for BNV SUSY. In prin iple we would assume the same topology for the
in oming baryons in high-energy pp or pp ollisions. So long as only one valen e quark
is ki ked out of a proton, the two remaining quarks drag the jun tion along and thereby
form an e e tive diquark. But in multiple intera tion approa hes there is every possibility
for two quarks to be ki ked out, in di erent dire tions, and with olours rearranged in the
pro ess. Thereby the baryon number an start to drift in the event. This s enario was
advertised in [32℄, but has not been studied further till now. The re ent in reased interest
in semihard physi s at hadron olliders [45℄, whi h has on rmed the basi validity of
the Pythia framework but also pointed at problems, here provides a stimulus for further
developments. Hopefully, re ned models ould allow us to understand the ex ess of baryon
number observed in the entral region of events in a number of experiments ([46℄ is a far
from omplete list). Here jun tion s enarios have already been proposed as a possible
me hanism [47℄, but without any solid modelling e orts.
A reason for us to begin with the SUSY BNV studies, rather than with pure QCD
ones, is that the latter inevitably will ome to involve further un ertainties, su h as the
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details of the multiple intera tions s enario. Nevertheless, the hope is that ontinued
QCD-related studies may add support for the validity of the jun tion s enario proposed
in this arti le. Thereby the physi s of jun tion fragmentation o ers a prime example of
a topi where the exploration of very onventional and very un onventional physi s goes
hand in hand.
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